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PREFACE 

Background. Cn-going and prospective energy-related uses have supported 
continued research on the physical processes governing Gulf of Mexico 
circulation. In particular, the Bureau of Land Management has funded a 
circulation modeling effort for the southwest Florida shelf, and the De-
partment of Energy has sponsored a circulation model of the entire Gulf 
system. Additional ci~ulation studies are planned by these and other 
federal agencies. It is evident that existing data are not adequate to 
define the governing circulation processes in the Gulf or to support 
present and future research work on Gulf circulation. 

Accordingly . Planning has now begun far a three-year research program to 
obtain physical oceanographic data in the Gulf. Because the Gulf Loop 
Current is the dominating circulation feature, a primary goal of this 

t program is to inprove our understanding of the driving forces 
of the poop Current, and the Loop wt's interaction with general 
Calf--wide cinu].aticn. 

In order to coordinate this data collection effort with the research 
goals of the many individuals and instituticms, and several its 
interested in the calf of Mexico cixculaticn, a workshop was held at New 
Orleans, Icuisiana cm 14-15 May 1981. 7he workshop was organized by New 
England Coastal Engineers and documented by Tetra Tech, Inc., under Bureau 
of Land Management sponsorship . 

Mae purpose of the workshop was to provide a forum. of scientists 
and engineers knowledgeable of the Gulf of Mexico to identify the major 
physical oceanographic processes of interest, to identify known data 
sources and deficiencies, and to outline a three-year data collecticn pro-
gram for the Calf . Major workshop goals were : 

(a) To establish priorities for the collection of physical oceano-
graphic data with the purpose of better understanding the major 
processes controlling circulation in the Gulf of Mexico. 

(b) To stimulate discussion about Gulf circulaticm and data collec-
tion needs by interested professionals representing a variety 
of viewpoints . 

(c) To document and disseminate ideas generated at the forum. 

(d) To assist BIM in defining the Scope of work for a contract to 
collect physical oceanographic data in the Calf. 
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Workshop Structure . Me workshop was structured around the work of three 
keynote speakers, representing different points of view, who prepared 
papers for presentation at the workshop. The three keynote speakers were 
Dr. Goerge Maul of . Dr. J . Dana 'IIzaripson of NORM, and co-keynote 
speakers Dr. ' s Fbbert 0. Reid and John D. Cochrane of Twos A&M Univer-
sity . Zhe keynote speakers also chaired the meetings of three partici-
pant subgroups, each of which addressed the data collection program along 
the following lines : 

Subgroup 1 Collection of velocity field data to describe the Loop 
Current. Dr. G. NJaul 

Subgroup 2 Collection of velocity field data to support numerical 
and analytical modeling of the general Calf circt.Lla-
ticn. Dr . J. D. meson 

Subgroup 3 Oceanographic data collection to simply Gulf-wide cir-
culation information to the physical oceanographer. 
Dr.'s R .O. Avid and J. D. Cochrane 

Abstracts of the prepared papers were sent to workshop participants prior 
to the meeting date, to encourage prepared response to the stimulus of 
the keynote speakers. During the subgroup meetings, the participants de-
veloped priorities for the collection of physical oceanographic data. 
Subgroup chairmen summarized the results of their discussions and present-
ed their lists of priorities at a general assembly on the second day of 
the workshop. During the general assembly some common elements among the 
subgroup priorities were identified. Ensuing general assembly discussion 
then focused on molding a single data collection program around these 
common elements, while reaching a general consensus on the most irportant 
of the non-ocmmn elements frcan each subgroup to be included. 

This proceedings of the workshop was prepared, leaving open a period of 
two weeks after adjounrment for participants to provide additional written 
comments or dissensicms from majority opinions. r1he workshop proceedings 
also include a preliminary program plan for data collection in the Gulf, 
synthesized fran the subgroup reports and the major group consensus . The 
editor of the proceedings is Mr. James R Pagenkopf of Tetra Tech, Inc. 
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OPENING SESSION 

weloaning pamar3cs and workstcp Purpose - a. Pearce, Workshop Clai=an 

B. Pearce - It gives me great pleasure to welcome all of you to this work-
op I want to thank you for your participaticn. It is very encour- 

aging to see an almost 100 percent attendance by the invited participants, 
and it appears that we have several additional attendees as well. 

The overall purpose of this workshop can be defined by the following four 
goals to be achieved. Zhe first goal is too establish priorities for the 
oollecticm of physical oceanographic data with the intent of improving 
our understanding of the major processes controlling circulation in the 
Gulf. The second is to stimulate discussion about Calf circulation pro-
cesses and data collection needs by this group, which represent a variety 
of viewpoints. The third is to publish a proceedings of the workshop re-
sults, and the fourth is to assist BIM in defining a Scope of Work for a 
three-year data collection program in the Gulf of Mexico. Now I would 
like to introduce Ed wood Eton the Bureau of Land Management, who will 
give you acme background cap BI.M' s program abj actives . 

Overview of BIM Program Needs and Objectives - E. Flood 

E. Wood - Good morning and welcome to the Gulf Circulaticn Studies Work-
sap,-As you know, the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) and its sister 
agency, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) . have been charged with the 
task of managing the removal of oil and gas Eton the earth in an expedi-
tious and enviramentally safe manner while ensuring a fair return to 
the public . The New Orleans OC5 Office is specifically responsible for 
initiating offshore petroleum resource development in the Calf of Mexico 
through leasing in federal waters . Offshore oil and gas activities start-
ed in the north central Calf and have now expanded into the western and 
the eastern Gulf, as well as moving into deeper central Gulf waters . In 
addition to U.S . activities, Mexican offshore petroleum develognent has 
increased substantially with the recent major find in the CaapeChe area. 
Because of the potential envisor7nental impacts generated by these activi-
ties, we need to gain a good understanding of the general Calf circula-
tion, as well as specific processes occurring, such as Gulf circulation 
impingement cap the shelf, shelf flushing, etc. 

I have prepared a chart which gives you an idea of the broad spectrum of 
the various integrated studies and programs that BTA has underway . These 
include mapping of marine topographic features, documentation of endanger-
ed species, analysis of the southwest Florida shelf coastal and shelf eco-
system characteristics, Terms barrier island characteristics, and satel-
lite oceanography, to name a few. More specific to the interests of this 
group is BIM' s present program plan for strengthening our knowledge of the 
Gulf of Mexico circulation processes . his program plan consists of the 
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following tasks: (1) problem definition, (2) a literature search (which 
has been accomplished several times over the years but mist recently by 
ACIML in 1978), (3) diagnostic model develogment and applications, (4) an 
oceanographic/meteorological data search, (5) the design of a data collec-
tion program (the subject of this workshop), (6) the data collection it-
self, and (7) prognostic model develoguetit and applications utilizing the 
boundary conditions supplied by field data. We envision a three-year data 
collection program which would start in FY 82 and extend through FY 84 
with a synthesis in FY 85 . Ultimately, the information gained from this 
effort will be used by BIM and USGS in the Department of Interior's oil 
spill trajectory analysis for a statistical analysis to develop long-teen 
projections of probable environmental impacts . 

T. S s - In reference to your flaw chart listing the various tasks, 
you outlined the problem definition and has this affects data col-

lectiaal requirements? 

E. Wood - I would like all of you to feel free to suggest the problem def-
in' , but in general I should say that the intent is to focus mainly on 
the deepwater, that is, the open Calf circulation processes and the inter-
action between the open, central Calf processes and the shelf processes . 
I feel, for the frost part, that the shallow crater nearshore areas are con-
trolled by local winds, tides, and river outflows, which are more easily 
modeled. Our work should concentrate mire on fuming up our knowledge of 
the central Gulf circulation processes . For example, wee have to relate 
the Calf circulation in the area that determines the boundary conditions 
for the west Florida shelf numerical model. (that model is presently be-
ing developed.) 

G. Clan - In the end, is the ultimate goal to obtain inputs for models 
or predicting the trajectories of oil spills such as the recent major 

Mexican spill in the Campeche area? 

E. Wood - That's right, or for prediction of contaminants involved from 
our own activities in the south Texas, central Gulf, and south Florida 
areas . More generally, however, we need to be able to better predict 
what the circulation will be not only at the surface but also at depth in 
the Calf and at various times of the year. I think that sore people feel 
that the Loop Current and the eastern Gulf exhibit the dominant circula-
tion features . In short, there are certainly different opinions as to 
which areas need the most study and what processes are most dcminant, but 
I do not intend to be a referee on that particular matter. I would like 
to em#iasize, however, that there is certainly roan far more input, and 
I won't discourage you from putting in yon own definition of the problem. 

D. Brooks - You mentioned earlier the possible involvement of a number of 
other nations, particularly Cuba and Mexico. Could you say anything about 
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what the boundary conditions are and haw the measurement programs will 
take this into accost? 

E. Wood - mat is a good point, and I should have brought it out. About 
a year or so ago, I discussed with certain people involved, in particular 
G. Maul, the model that G. Manor and his group were developing for D(7E. 
We were concerned at that time about the inflow through the Yucatan and 
outflow through the Straits of Florida . It was my job to convince the 
people in riy office that we should be venturing this far out to study 
the Gulf of Mexico. Since they went along with this approach, I would 
say that the Yucatan and Straits of Florida would be the limits that we 
could live with. Therefore, I don't see a problem sling anywhere in 
the Calf, and I hope that we can enter into cooperative arrangements with 
Mexico or perhaps even Cuba so that we can exchange information (and even 
scientists on cruises) and that we can all share in the data products . 
We have two representatives fran the scientific community of Mexico with 
us today : Jose Altaanirano and Fafain Rodriguez of the Petroleum Insti-
tute of Mexico. We are pleased to have then with us . I have discussed 
this with other people in Mexico, and we see that there is a good possi-
bility for exchange of information and cooperation in the entire Gulf. 
I don't see the BIM funding cut off at any particular imaginary line; 
and although it may not be imaginary to politicians, it is imaginary to 
the ocean's circulation. It may be that someone will say that the Loop 
Current inflow is really being pulsed by something out in the north or 
central Atlantic. That's a little far-a-field even though it may be the 
real world, and it may be difficult for us to convince the managers that 
we should be running off to Barbados to study the Calf system. 

D. Grossman - Ed, following up on the T. Sturges' question about problem 
definition, I guess there are a couple of ways of looking at this. One 
is caning in and seeing what the problem is that you want solved and then 
we could propose a number of alternatives for solving it. The second is 
that for a given set of resources, we cane up with the problems that should 
be solved and somehow prioritize then. You haven't really gives a good 
definition of the type of resources that you are talking about in dollars 
and support far the data collection program, and I think that for any 
amount of resources that you want to throw out can the table, there are 
enough problems collectively in the room that could be defined to fill 
your its. 

E. Wood - I can't tell you how many dollars are available, and I wouldn't 
if I Tmew, because of our contracting procedures. This work, or most of 
it, will be going out in a competitive procurement, and was tend to get a 
little tight lipped about total dollars and the specifics about a particu-
lar statement of work when it oats near contracting time . Now I've men-
timed before that there seems to be a little crisis bell that starts ring-
ing whew physical oceanography starts eating up more than 30-35 percent of 
the entire budget. 

P. Niiler - What is the Budget? 
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E. Wood - If woe look at the past history, we see that the Gulf fading 
has been on the order of 3 to 5 million per year and in sane cases more 
than that. Our high year was nearly 8 million dollars for the Gulf. We 
are now looking at a reduced budget, and expect the FY 83 budget to be 
something in excess of 3 million dollars for the Calf of Mexico. Last 
year we had scoething like a 40 percent cut in our fiends early in the 
year when we started to fwd the projects . This is one of the reasons 
why I would like to remind you for a minute about priorities . We are 
often faced with crises requiring rapid respcazses where we have to cnae 
up with X amount of budget from a program . We have to make decisions as 
to which studies get cut and which tasks are deleted or altered . Th avoid 
reducing a critical part of a study wee need to develop priorities at the 
beginning of the program, such as which seasons and frequencies are mist 
important, and minimum rests. There cares a point, dare if mini-
mmtis cannot be met one might as well stay home. So we need to establish 
priorities even though we don't like it. Che of the things I am hoping 
to achieve by this workshop is to coordinate with many groups and coun-
tries so that there will be cooperation in terms of funding of various 
studies from other sources where there are canron needs and interests . 
In this Way we can all benefit fran the effort. 

I would now like to introduce D-P Wang of Argonne National Lab, who will 
give you a brief summary of DOE' s interests in the calf of Mexico. 

U.S . Department of Energy Perspective - I}-P Wang 

Summary. The two major restraints cap the use of floating OTEC plants in 
the (elf of Mexico are : (1) they have to be located in U.S. territorial 
waters, and (2) the thermal resource necessary to allow adequate plant 
efficient with a 1000 meter intake as uell as proximity to an acceptable 
shore demand area is confined to a relatively small zone off the south-
west Florida shelf. As such, the priorities for physical oceanographic 
data for DOE's purposes are in the Florida Straits and on the southwest 
Florida continental shelf. 

As for future DOE programs, the fading for the O'IEC program is going to 
be substantially reduced, and tighter priorities are necessary tender the 
limited funding levels. The OTDC program will be concentrating on island 
sites (e.g., Hawaii and Puerto Rico) and very possibly on shelf mounted 
OTC plant designs rather than floating plants . A future 0'I'DC pilot plant 
is possible for the Gulf but is presently rated as a law priority. 
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES 



A CURRENT DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM FOR 
THE GULF LOOP CURRENT 

George A. Maul, NQAA/ALYM 

Between 1874 and 1883, teL erature is at a depth of 250 fatham 
in the Gulf of Mexico were observed by American hydrographers which show-
ed a warm. intrusicn in the eastern basin. In the 1930's, oceanographers 
made salinity is and began to piece together the T-S properties 
that identify the dint water masses : Subtropical Underwater, Antarc-
tic Intermediate Water, Deep Gulf Basin Water, Continental Edge Water, 
and Resident Gulf Basin Water. It was not until the 1960's when it was 
realized that the distribution of water masses defined the Gulf Stream 
System in the Gulf of Mexico and that a highly variable current regime 
existed (Ieipper, 1970) . Zbc7ay, the Gulf Loop Current is recognized as 
the daninant current system in the eastern Gulf (Cagarro and Reid, 1972 ; 
Maul, 1977 ; Nblinari, 1980), and through periodic shedding of mesoscale 
anticyclcnic eddies which drift west, is probably more inportant than wind 
stress to the energetics of the western Gulf (Elliot, 1979) . 

Careful studies of historical data (Hehringer et al ., 1977) suggest that 
the Gulf Loop Current has a mean annual cycle of northward penetration of 
aver 40 of latitude followed bay the separation of a - 400 ]an diameter an-
ticyclaiic eddy, which is approximately in phase with the mean annual mass 
transport cycle of the Gulf Stream. Although a great deal of interannUal

.variability is now recorded (Molinari et al., 1978), physical oceanograph-
ers have asserted that the Loop ClirrenTS mean annual cycle is forced by 
cycles of mass transport, current location and direction, and/or wrtir 
ity through the Yucatan Strait and outflow through the Straits of Florida. 
A recent numerical sinaalaticn of Gulf circulation (Hurlburt and meson, 
1980) suggests that the mean annual cycle is a "natural" eddy-shedding 
period which does not require variability in mass transport through the 
Straits as a forcing function. Other models such as Wert and laid' s (1972) 
and Ichiye's (1962) suggest choice of the horizontal eddy coefficient and/ 
or velocity and direction at the Yucatan Strait force the eddy-shedding 
period. 

The notion of an annual mass transport cycle (Fliglister, 1951; Cochrane, 
1965) has been supplemented in the last 30 years by data suggesting that 
the fortnightly variability is as laze as the annual variability excltr-
sive of tidal effects (Miler and Richardson, 1973) . A canplex picture 
of spectral energy at 4-14 days (Brooks, 1979) in the Straits of Florida 
has been observed in a quasi geostrophic channel flow of undercurrents, 
countercurrents, eddies, meanders, vertex streets, and horizontal waves 
(see also Dliing, 1975; Diiing et al., 1977) . Simple arguments using 

Kv2+fv= 

where R is curvature, f = 2stsino, g is gravity, v is velocity, and ah/ax 
is the free surface height gradient, show that variation in curvature 
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accounts for ageostraphic mass transport variability as large as the annual 
amplitude (Chew, personal communication) - 

Caparison of satellite imagery with concurrent in situ density observations 
shows ageostrophic variability in the surface temperature patterns, and fur-
ther dispels any notion of linear steady-state dynamics in the Gulf Loop Cur-
rent's frontal structure . Wind stress as an important forcing function is 
evidenced by the marked changes in satellite surface temperature patterns 
after passage of an atmospheric front and in the Somali current -like behav-
iar of the Mexican Current (Sturges and Blahs, 1976) . Wind events with per-
iods less than a week seem to dcxninate equal-period oceanic variability in-
cluding spin-off eddies of 10-50 ]an diameter, scene current front meanders, 
and intrusions of cold (fresher grater) tongues from the northern bays and 
rivers (Vukavich et al ., 1979) . 

Water masses at the surface (0-200 m) reflect the complex patterns observed 
in satellite data, but at temperatures less than 15°C, the T-S properties 
of Gulf water masses are indistinguishable . Rivers fran five nations drain 
into the Gulf and account for the fresh water needed to modify the surface 
layer T-S properties of Loop Current eddies to match the juxtaposed T-S 
properties of resident Gulf Basin Water (Maul, 1979) . The Mississippi River 
forms the source of fresh water lenses sprained along the current's cyclcn-
ic shear edge which have been traced to Georgia (Atkinson and Wallace, 1975) . 
Water deeper than the 2000 m sill depth of the Yucatan Straight has a weak 
circulation pattern which appears detached fran the Loop Current (Molinari 
et al., 1978) . Larder et al . (1977) argue that the deep Gulf is in canmuzi-
catic with Caribbean water which they demonstrate to flaw into the Gulf and 
sink to over 3500 m, thus renewing the deepest waters . Current meter data 
from just above the Yucatan sill (Hansen and Nblinari, 1979) show a persis-
tent SSt4 flaw which may be forced by poop Current displacement of surface 
waters and partially fed by returning Caribbean water . 

While knowledge of the Loop Current seem extensive, it is equally important 
to stress what is not }mown and is necessary to further understanding. A1-
most all knowledge of current velocities are based on geostrophic calcula-
tions, and direct measurements are not available as a function of space and 
time along the Loop Current's path or in defining the decay of mesoscale ed-
dies . Effect an the spatial distribution of absolute velocities by the 
tides, by wind events, of seasonality, and due to position in the Gulf basin 
is unknown. Interaction of the current with bottom topography is not X11 
investigated, and little is known about spin-off eddies cap the continental 
shelf edges . Upwelling (both in the deep basin and along the shelf edge), 
tidal current influences, and interaction of the quasi-annual mesoscale ed-
dies with coastal currents is poorly known. Other unanswered questions 
cater an: Mat forces the Loop Current? What is the effect of wind stress? 
What is the effect of rives runoff? Does the Loop Current establish a sec-
andary circulation in other parts of the basin? 

Satellite sensed surface thermal patterns in the eastern Gulf during winter 
are operatically interpreted as defining the continental edge of the Loop 
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Current, mesoscale eddies, and cold tongue intrusions . Proper interpre-
taticn of small area features and loss of thermal contrast in the simmer 
limits this technique, although low-level winds from satellite imagery 
is an operational year-round product. Satellite measurement programs by 
their nature require constant in situ data for verification as would any 
operational numerical model. Maul (1980) gives an overview of the modern 
in situ and in vaccuo current measuring techniques which should be consid-
ere~,nclud ng Iagrangian drifters, profiling current meters, satellite 
altimeters, and image analysis . 

From the overview presented thus far, it is apparent that a data collec-
ticn program for the calf Imp Current cannot be divorced from collection 
pn~grams for the entire basin or fran programs specifically suited to nu-
merical modelling. The Information required about the Loop (.arrant are 
its three-dimensional extent, its forcing, and its interaction with the 
less energetic Gulf waters. Such a requirement is immediately open to 
questions of spatial and tenporal scales, duration, accuracy, cost, and 
the ultimate objective of the its. Assuming that the need in 
this instance is pollutant trajectories such as fm, an oil spill or a 
marine cargo accident, a three-dimensional answer is necessary with suf-
ficient accuracy to direct a containment or clean-up operation. This 
suggests two levels of data collection effort: one, a law resolution, 
law frequency effort so that prediction at 50 Ian x 50 km x 100 m grid 
points can be made; secondly, a real time, high resolution (- 5 ]an x 5 ]an 
x 10 m) prediction for operations. Zhe requirements are quite different. 

Based on contemporary technology and plans for the next five years, the 
following its are offered as a discussion vehicle for the low 
resolution monitoring of the Gulf Loop Current: 

Continued operational satellite surveillance and develop-
ment of noaitheanal monitoring techniques . 

Significant increase in ship-of-opportunity XBT and 
weather observations with data reporting to a diagnos-
tic/prognostic model . 

Moored buoys especially in areas outside of marine trans-
portation routes which measure current velocity, tempera-
ture, salinity, and surface meteorological variables. 

Velocity, wrticity, temperature and pressure differen-
tial across the two Straits measured so as to account 
for Kv2 at a spatial resolution less than ~h/f, the 
baroclinic radius of deformation. 

A program of satellite tracked surface drifters and acous-
tically tracked floats at several depths . 
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Quarterly surveys of the basin to measure absolute veloc-
ity fields and standard water column properties far at 
least three years. 

Process oriented measurements to study specific features 
and/or questions as they arise . 

Measurenmts for the 5 ]an x 5 ]an x 10 m requirements associated with a 
specific event should not interrupt the maltlyear systematic measurements 
described above, but should supplement then. Specific event measureirents 
are probably best conducted from aircraft, land based radar, and high 
speed surface vessel, and are mire appropriately designated as nowcasting 
measurements . Spatial and temporal spacing of nowcasting variables de-
pends on the target area's proximity to the coast and/or major currents, 
on the time of year, and the potential hazard involved. The important 
variables which need to be measured are surface wind stress, mixed layer 
depth and velocity, areal extent of pollutant, surface wave spectra, and 
deeper current and thermal regimes along the projected trajectory. 

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that any data collection program 
for the Gulf Loop Current should be a three-year minimum continuous ef-
fort, and be coordinated as much as possible with other programs such as 
NOAA's Subtropical Atlantic Climate Study (STABS), any CIGAR activities 
especially associated with Caribbean fisheries initiatives, appropriate 
programs of university research, and efforts by state or local govern-
ments. Further, both the scientific and political necessity of entrain-
ing Mexican and Cuban interest needs to be recognized and acted upon at 
the outset. Finally, nonphysical aspects of the Calf circulation prob-
lem have to be considered in any sampling scheme, while keep i ng in mind 
the primary objective of the research effort . 
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DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GULF OF MEXICO 
RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

J. Dana Thcapscn, NORMA 

7he traditional picture of a static, sluggish ocean is nowhere more in-
correct than in the Gulf of Mexico. 7he circulation, particularly in the 
eastern Gulf ~is remarkably variable and intense. However, the space/time 
observational data base for the Gulf is in general sparse and abased. 
Qze means of "filling-in" this data gap is through ocean models. Here an 
ocean model is defined as a mathematical statement of the cxnservaticn 
laws for mccnPnttimi, heat, salt, and mass and the equation of state. 

This set of partial differential equations, coupled with well-posed ini-
tial and boundary ccnditicns, describes the three-dimensional time ewlu-
ticn of velocity, tetperature, and salinity fields. A model is valid to 
the extent that (1) the governing equations accurately describe the physi-
cal system, (2) the initial and boundary conditicazs are correctly speci-
fied, and (3) the system of differential equations is accurately integrat-
ed. In reality there is no ocean model which fully satisfies these re-
quirecents. r1he governing equations are simplified and parameterized, 
initial and boundary conditions are inadequately known, and integration 
techniques are limited for practical applications . 

Ztao different model types must be considered when assessing data require-
ments for the Gulf : (1) Diagnostic or inverse models in which the observed 
density field is prescribed and the velocity field calculated to satisfy a 
specified set of c3ynamical constraints . (2) Prognostic models in which 
initial and boundary conditions are specified and the model is marched 
forward in time. Our focus is on, the latter model type, particularly the 
low vertical-resolution, high horizontal-resoluticn, hydrodynamic models 
described by Hurlburt and 'IIzampson (1980) . Mvese models have contributed 
to our understanding of Loop Current dynamics and have aided our interpre-
tation of the existing observations . They have also revealed several cnr 
cial observational requirements for monitoring the Gulf. 

Because the initial conditions over the Gulf at any instant are poorly 
known, these models were driven from rest to statistical equilibrium aver 
a period of three to five years by specified inflow transport through the 
Yucatan Strait and ccupensated outflow through the Florida Straits . Over 
150 numerical experimEnts were performed in order to determine the sensi-
tivity of the models and to explore the parameter space appropriate for 
the Gulf. Important results fran our study indicate that : 

(1) The Loop Current can penetrate inter the Calf, bid westward, and 
shed anticycloriic eddies with almost an annual period with no time varia-
tions in the inflow through the Yucatan straits . 
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(2) Me Loop Current described by a single baroclinic mode can exhibit 
at least three stability regimes : a steady source-sink regime with lit-
tle northward penetration of the Loop Current, a steady regime in which 
the Loop Currmt spreads far westward, and the familiar unsteady, eddy-
shedding regime. Then vertical model interactions are allowed, baroclin-
ic instability can became important, leading to break-up of large anti-
cyclcnic eddies and efficient transmission of energy to the deep water. 
The process is less likely over steeply sloping topography. 

(3) Significant deep-water inflow transport through the Yucatan Straits 
can prevent Loop Current penetration and the shedding of anticyclcrcnic 
eddies . Loop Current behavior is very sensitive to the deep water trans-
port but is rather insensitive to the details of the cross-stream veloc-
ity profile in tube upper ocean. 

(4) To obtain stable mean and eddy statistics, especially for cases with 
a time-varying inflow transport, long sampling periods (ten years or 
more) are required in sore experiments. 

Based on the results of our modeling studies of the Calf, the following 
data collection efforts are recommended : 

(1) Initiate continuous mmitoring of the transport through the Yucatan 
and Florida Straits, particularly in the deep water for a period of no 
less than three years. 

(2) Initiate a hydrographic data collection program (ships, aircraft 
and buoys) to describe the position and intensity of the Loop Current 
and its shed eddies on a monthly basis for the scene three-year period. 
A catpreh,ensive satellite observing program utilizing all available sen-
sors (IR, CZCS, altimetry, etc .) should augment in-situ its dur-
ing the period. 

(3) Establish a network of deep-water current meter moorings to provide 
information on the rate of energy transmission to the deep water from the 
Loop Current and shed eddies and to determine haw the Loop Current and 
shed eddies interact with the continental shelf and slope. 

(4) Determine the feasibility of adequately calculating heat fluxes and 
wind stresses over the Gulf from the present observing system. Wind 
stress curl on space scales of 100 ]an and time scales of days to seasons 
may be particularly important. 

(5) To canplenent this central data collection effort, limited-area, 
focused process studies involving individual investigators, institutions, 
and industry should also be faded during the three-year period . 

Although the proposed program is ambitious, it will by no means give us 
a complete description of the physical oceanography of the Calf . It will, 
however, be a drastic improvement over the present situation . 
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AN OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM 
FOR THE GULF OF MEXICO 

J. D. Cochrane and R .O. Reid, Texas A&M University 

Zlie Loop ant is surely the strongest circulation feature in the Gulf 
of Mexico and the one which brings energy in from other ocean areas . Be-
cause of its obvious physical =Vortance it has received the greatest 
attention. How the rest of the open Calf receives the greater part of 
its energy is still clear. Is it in the form of the anticyclcnic rings 
that break away frcm the Loop, or is it fran action of local winds? eve 
abyssal circulation and particularly its possible barotropic cmpanent 
are virtually unknown. The shelf regions which constitute a large portion 
of the Calf have been avoided by many oceanographers in the past because 
of their evident complexity and in spite of their ecmamic importance . 

The Calf has the advantage of shall size and a small number of circulation 
features . Its openings to exterior oceanic energy sources and sinks are 
shall and rather readily monitored: However, the Gulf's small size leads 
to same disadvantages : the features are so interrelated that isolated 
consideration of any one is difficult, and so :much of the regicn is near 
boundaries that sane standard simplifications of open-ocean dynamics are 
of doubtful validity. 

Zb decide which problem are most inportant seers to us to depend cap the 
criteria to be developed by the Workshop. At this point therefore, we 
have chosen too list mist of the problems we perceive except those pecu-
i ;ar to the Loop which are covered by another speaker, and sketch some 
of the observations which would contribute to their solution. his is 
done also partly because of the close interaction among Calf features. 
We do however give a tentative selection of "mist iiportant" circulation 
problems at the end. 

Zb save space, we use a tabular form. Since many observation tools are 
common to many problems, wee use the following abbreviations : 

QM/T current meter arrays with SD satellite-tracked drifters 
tee. sensors 

SF Swallow floats 
HS hydrograhic surveys 

TG tide gauges 
IES inverted echo sounders 

VC satellite cloud photos 
IR satellite sea surface 

temperature WB weather buoys 

FtF' Richardscn-Sctmitz floats XBT rapid XBT surveys by ship 
or airplane 
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GULF CIRCULATION FEATURE OBSERVATION METHOD 

Ii00P CLTRnEIJr IN R'EIATION TO OTHER CIBMATIONS 

Seasonal variation of strength and intrusion IR, CM/T, IES 
Medal configurations (east and west nodes) ?BT for special events, 
Instability HS to bottom, infrequent RF 
Yucatan Current meanders, precursors of detachment (?) 
West Florida (rent meanders and associated upwelling 
Ring detachment 

Interaction with CamFeche Bank QM/T, XBT near shelf break 
Interaction with W. Florida Bank 

Small Scale meanders and rings such as appear in IR IR, CM/T 
imagery (> 100 km) 

ACHED ANPICYCIDNIC RINGS (> 100 km) 

Detachment IR, (iV"P, IES for approximate 
Migration detection, in path of feature, 
Interactions with shelves (possibly even TG), XBT, SD, 
Spin-down SF for close tracking 

Water modifications by rings HS, probably not deep 

Modification by wind IR, WB, VC 

ANTiCYCIONES GENERATED IN GULF (> 100 km) 

Wind stress curl IR, XBT, IES, WB, VC 
Buoyancy flux Timely HS 



00 

GULF CIRCULATION FEATURE OBSERVATION METHOD 

CYC[ANIC FEAZUFtES 

NE Gulf (between Bank & Miss Delta) IR, XBT, HS 
NW Gulf (north of western anticyclone) 

Campeche Bay (local generation ?) VC, IR, XBT, HS, CM/T 

ABYSSAL CIRCUI.ATICN 

Baroclinic aspects HS to bott(xm, CM/T 
Spreading of Caribbean Water HS to bottan in SE Gulf 
Barotropic recirculatian CM,/'P deep, widely spaced near 

boundaries 
Absolute velocity Inverse & wrticity methods, CM/T, 

RF at Yucatan and Florida Straits 

OLQ FEATURES OF SHELF CIFMATIONS 

Tidal motions TG 
Shelf waves CM,/T on outer shelf 
Bottcm friction CM as described by Scott and Csanady 

CANPDCHE BANK CIFICUI.ATION 

Influence of Yucatan Current IR, W, SD 
Coastal and buoy wind observations 

Small meanders and eddies CM/T along coast, near shelf edge 
Cold bottan water intrusions and in few cross-shelf lines 

Bimonthly and Special event HS 
Wind upwelling along north coast of Yucatan ZG 
Cycloaiic circulation on eastern shelf 
Wind-driven circulations an western shelf 
Influence of strong wind events 
Annual variation 



GULF CIRCULATION FEATURE OBSERVATION METHOD 

WEST FifJRIIaA SHELF CIFCUIATION 

Influence of W. Florida Current IR, VC, SC 
Coastal and buoy wind observations 

Eddies and cold intrusions CM/T along coast, near shelf edge and 
Opwelling near shelf break in few cross-shelf lines 

Bimonthly and special event HS 
Influence of northers and hurricanes TG 

TEXAS-LOUISIANA SHELF CIRCULATION 

Wind-induced up- and clown-welling IR, VC, SD 
Coastal orientation influencing above Coastal and buoy wind observations 
Cin:ulations due to ulr and dawn-welling QM/T along coast, near shelf edge and 
Coastal fresh (Miss.) band, associated front in few cross-shelf lines 
and current system Bimonthly and special event HS 

Shelf-scale cyclanic circulation TG 
Convergence along coast 
Anticyclone SW of Miss. Delta 
Annual variation 
influence of offshelf circulations 
Influence of northers and hurricanes 



Water characteristics provide an important tool for studying circulation. 
Sanetimes this tool sew the only cne available, as in distinguishing 
migrating from. indigenous anticyclcnic rings in the western Gulf . Stud-
ies of water modification by winter storm, water circulation features, 
and evaporation minus precipitatirn and runoff, therefore, appear to us 
to be an indispensable part of an observational program aimed at ciscu-
latim problems of the entire Golf. 

Our tentative selections for greatest emphasis on the basis of least 
present knowledge, American economic (as well as scientific) interest, 
and present promise of solution are : Loop Current, Life History of a 
Detached Anticyclone, Indigenous Anticyclones, W. Florida and Texas-
Lauisiana Shelf Circulations. Observational strategies for particular 
problem are to be discussed. 

It seems worthwhile to mention that there are existing ohservatim pro-
grams with which cooperation ought to be actively sought, e.g., current 
meters near Flower Gardens . Hydrographic surveys which cover any regim 
approaching a quarter of the area of the Golf ought to be done by mire 
than me vessel in order to cover the regime quickly. The importance of 
cooperatioal with Mexico in all possible ways is evident . 
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SUBGROUP DISCUSSIONS 



GULF LOOP CURRENT GROUP 

G. Maul - Chairman 
C. Cooper - Recorder 
W. Nlerrel 
P . Niiler 
D. Pillsbury 
T. Sturges 
F. Vuu7vich 

Discussion . The general first day's discussion of the Gulf Loop Current 
Group was guided by the list of suggested measurement programs given in 
G. Maul's keynote address. The following is a spy of this discussion. 

(1) Continued operational satellite surveillance and develognent of non -
thermal monitoring techniques . 

All group hers agreed that continued high resolution satel-
lite IR is valuable and should be continued. 

A ground-truth field program is needed in order to interpret 
satellite data, otherwise it is worthless . 

free satellites with IR will be in operation by 1982 (GOES, 
DAAA-6, and 7) . No satellites will be measuring surface 
height. 

(2 ) Significant increase in ship-of-opportunity XBT and weather observa-
tions with data reporting to a diagnostic/prognostic model . 

Group members agreed that ship-of-opportuaity XBT observations 
should be increased . 

Mie program should be well planned rather than random, using 
an array design. 

Need to know frequency of ship traffic and routes before the 
sampling program can be designed . The Port Authorities at 
Corpus Christi, Galveston, New Orleans, and Tampa should be 
contacted. 

(3) Moored buoys especially in areas outside of marine transportation 
routes which measure current velocity, temperature, salinity, and 
surface meteorological variables . 

e Group hers were generally against moored buoys because 
of the hick casts involved. 

e However, wind data are important to obtain, especially for 
the shelf regions. 
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(4) Velocity, wrticity, teperature and pressure differential across 
the two Straits measured as to account for KV2 at a spatial resolu-
tion less than g' h f, the barocliriic radius of defoanatiM. 

" If tide gauges are used, they should be deep, i.e., 500 -
2500 m. 

" Investigators have looked at 2 years of tide gauge data and 
could not get any correlation between the Yucatan and Flor-
ida Straits . 

" (soup members generally felt that it would not be reasonable 
to measure differences in mass flues through the Straits. 

" It was the general belief that it would be possible to look 
in more detail at existing data in the Straits (e .g., P . 
Nii.ler's data) and that additional data in the Straits 
would not be useful unless access to Cuban waters was pos-
sible. 

(5) A program of satellite tracked surface drifters and acoustically 
tracked floats at several depths . 

" 7he group members generally supported acoustic float track-
ing, but felt it should be tied into a particular process 
oriented study. 

" It was agreed that there is no major need for additional 
surface drifters, since these are only useful when they be-
have as one would expect. 

Also, satellite tracked surface drifters are interesting 
for special process studies such as large scale flaw on the 
west Florida shelf, but one must be careful about the qual-
ity of the data. 

" A group concensus on the depths of the acoustic floats was 
700 m and 1200 m. 

" The noted cost of a bottom ALS for such a system is more 
than $1 million. 

" Current meter arrays might be mire cost effective. It was 
suggested to place 4 moorings in the Yucatan Channel for 
about $400K/year if acoustic drifters are used. 

(6) Quarterly surreys of the basin to measure absolute velocity fields 
and standard water cola properties for at least three years . 
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Ships-of-opportunity will give sane information depending cap 
the frequency of observations . Zhese may need to be augment-
ed with ACT data. 

The possible need for an airplane or high speed boat was iden-
tified for this type of survey. 

Stunaaxy (G. Maul) . TWo different, but interrelated prablens were discussed 
and ultimately presented to the plenary session cap Friday : (1) loop Cur-
rent growth, eddy break-off, movement, and dissipation; and, (2) wind driven 
west Florida shelf circulation. The interrelation is centered on the ques-
tion of whether or not the west Florida shelf is causal to separation of an 
anticyclone current ring, or if the separation causes a circulation event 
cap the shelf . A summary of the discussions for each problem is given below. 
Appendix III presents the corresponding equipment needs. 

(1) IoW Current Growth, Eddy Break-off, Nbvenent and Dissipation 

Zhe numerical. circulation models of calf waters beyond the continental 
shelf break require verification is in order to caliL=ate large 
scale predictions . Satellite infrared meets show general agreement 
with model predictions but careful data interpretation is required in or-
der to understand details between the two . Tracking of eddies after sep-
aration is poorly doctanerrted and details of their movement and dissipaticn 
is unknown. Similarly, transport of deep water through the Yucatan Strait 
is poorly cloc~snented and its effect on the overall circulation or model 
results can only be inferred fran continuity arguments . Although there 
are many other interesting questions, within the expected financial cca~-
straints, ply the above seen addressable as follows : 

Continuation and improvement of the satellite IR time series 
of frontal novernents over the entice Gulf basin including the 
shelf regions . 

An optimum ship-of-opportunity XBT and meteorological sling 
program using technology developed by NORPAX in consideration 
of existing marine transportaticm routes . 

Programs of ACT conveys of significant Loop Current events 
such as eddy shedding, cold togas intrusions, or shelf/ 
current interactions. 

Fiye curren8 moor,.lsigs (initially), me each at about 24°N , 
86`W and 26 N, 89`'tV, and three across the Yucatan Strait de-
signed to quantify the flaw below - 250 m. (see Figure 1) 

A program of satellite tracked drifters deployed so as to de-
tail the motion and fate of detached eddies . 
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These suggested programs are in concert with recommendations f=aL the 
two other groups except that in additicn they endorse programs of hydro-
graphic surveys particularly in the western Calf, mire definitive stud-
ies of wind stress over the whole basand arrays of IES and CM' s slang 
90OnT and in the western basin near 26 N. 

(2) Wind-Driven Shelf Circulation 

The west Florida shelf probably has a wind driven regime in waters less 
than 50 m deep, and a mused circulation between 50 and 200 m driven by 
wind events and Loop Current events . Zb calibrate numerical models of 
large scale shelf circulation and interaction with the flaw in waters 
of the open Gulf, the following t prograans should be initiated : 

A hick resolution meteorology study to detail the wind stress 
with a space and time scale matched to the shelf numerical cir-
culation models . 

AXBT/XBT surveys of the west Florida shelf at scales compatible 
with the models and the current meter arrays (below) . 

Three triads of CM arrays across the shelf designed to investi-
gate (in part) the eddy/shelf interacticn. (see Figure 2 ) 

Shallow water satellite tracked drifters set and reset for vest 
Florida shelf studies . 

Special model ciev+elogreit for winter circulation patterns so as 
to optimize the use of existing remote sensing technology in 
shelf basin interaction. ' 

In concert with the two other panels, the Texas shelf requires a similar 
effort including ACT/XBT studies and a better understanding of the driv-
ing by wind stress, particularly with respect to the fate of separated 
Gulf Loop Current eddies . 

While the above discussions are somewhat prioritized, no hard and fast 
ccmcensus was reached. Being charged with the Calf Loop Current her se 
as an observation prograan did not blind us to the overall objective of 
predicting the surface flow or the central role of numerical modelling 
to the effort. While we all conceded sane personal special interest in 
our delibrations and recognized that certain interesting problems have 
been neglected (notably the deeper-than sill depth currents, western 
boundary spin up/down, and Texas shelf circulation), we at least agreed 
that the conference was worthwhile and that we will continue to agree 
to disagree . 
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MODELER GROUP 

J. D. 'I~1omps1 - Chai rman 

J. Pagenkopf - Recorder 
B. Pearce 
H. Hulburt 
D. Brooks 
Y. Hsueh 
G. Manor 
G. Csanady 

Discussion . The following presents the highlights of the general first 
day's discussicn of the Modeler Group, organized by major topics of dis-
cussion (not necessarily in order of priority) . 

(1) Monitoring of floras through the Yucatan and Florida Straits . 

~ The total transport through the straits is required for model 
boundary conditions but is only weakly known . 

e However, the models are fairly insensitive to total transport 
at the straits (which is known to within 10-15 percent), so 
this t deserves lacer priority. 

e It was the general consensus that }avowing the transport off 
the southwest Florida shelf would be more valuable to the 
models than bowing the transport through the Yucatan Straits . 

(2) Tracking the life-cycle of an anticyclcne eddy Fr-en its origin in 
the Loop current to its eventual dissipation an the western Gulf 
shelf. 

o The production and decay of an anticyclone is a major feature 
of western Calf circulation, and to a large extent determines 
surface corrects, which is a prime concern of BIM. 

It was noted that G. Manor' s model did riot sim2late Loop 
Current eddy shedding. probably because the horizontal vis-
cosity is too high by a factor of 4 . Improvement is needed 
in our understanding of horizontal viscosity effects . 

D. Brooks suggested a prograrn to track anticyclones using 
drifting buoys or IR. IR would be used say fran September 
or October through April or May. The rest of the year mast 
be filled in by drifting buoys, but need to know where to 
put them (must be inside anticyclone) . Also should use 
ACT's since these are very cost-effective for information 
received . 
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It was noted that the approximate cost of an ACT was $200 . 

It was reocsmwnded to do monthly 10 x 10 ACT drops at about 
$20K per drop plus aircraft costs. 

(3) Monitoring the interaction between waters of the Loop Current and 
waters on the west Florida shelf. 

It was generally agreed that determination of the cause of 
eddy production and ors of the I~oop Current an the west 
Florida shelf deserves high priority. 

Knowing the clasp flow off the Florida shelf would be more 
valuable to the models thin hawing flow through tie Yucatan 
Straits . _ 

Data which reveals the interaction (dissipation) of the Loop 
Current an the west Florida shelf is also required to pro-
vide boundary conditions for the west Florida shelf model 
under development by b=. 

Y. Hsueh stated that the flow through the Yucatan Strait 
follows the f/'H contours, so it doesn't matter exactly where 
one measures. Penetration of the Ix)ap Current depends on 
deep flow (few hundred - 1500 m) off the west Florida shelf. 
NSF may install 4 or 5 QM moorings perpendicular to the Flor-
ida coast (also measure bottom pressure) . Approximate depths 
would be at the abyssal plain, 1000, 200, 100 and 50 m. 

~ B. Pearce recommended that additional C2M' s be placed along 
the shelf break and parallel to the coast. 

D. Brooks reoonurended that if the IR indicated a significant 
Ir~op Current event, that hydrographic data or an ACT survey 
be die in the Loop Current to augment the current meters on 
the Florida shelf. It was recamierided that about 100 ACT's 
deployed in one day would be adequate and cost about $SOK. 

e It was also recommended too place drifters in the Loop Cur-
rent with thezmistAr strings to obtain cross current data 
which would allow estimates of Loop Current vorticity. 

(4) Synoptic monitoring of wind stress for the entire Calf. 

e It was generally agreed that wind stress was the dominate 
driving force in the western Gulf basin. 

e G . Mellor stated that, for model purposes, need synoptic 
wind data every 12 hours aver a year . Also, for accuracy 
requirements, need its in the middle of the Gulf, 
not just along the shore . 
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All agreed that the wind field should be known at a resolu-
tion of at least 100 km and especially frtan Mexico . 

It was noted that D1M0 has 3 or 4 buoys that could be used, 
however, should also have one clown in the Bay of Canpeche in 
Mexican waters. The data fran these buys would be corre-
lated to coastal stations. 

Data to allow calculation of heat flames (evaporation) are 
also important to obtain. 

(5) A special focus study to correlate North Atlantic winds to Calf 
boundary forcing. 

Y. Hsueh rearmed that an analysis of the existing North 
Atlantic wind/sea level data be die to determine if the law 
level frequency PYaencmenori in the Gulf is pulsed by the North 
Atlantic activity . 

D. Brooks mentioned that the anplitude of transport fluctua-
ticns at the straits is ]mown to within 10-15 percent, which 
wrn't significantly inprove model development. However, this 
analysis may reveal part of the variation in the transport. 

Second Day Spy. Four problem were identified during the first day's 
discussion of the Modeler Group and wire presented at Friday's sLainaxy 
session : (1) Synaptic Gulf-wide wind and heat fly its; (2) 
Interaction of the Loon current with the west Florida shelf; (3) Produce 
tics and decay of anticyclones in the western Calf; and, (4) North At-
lantic winds/sue level correlation to Calf processes. A summary of the 
dicussions for each problem is given below, in order or priority . 

(1) Synoptic Gulf-Wide Wind and Heat Floc Measurements 

It is strongly remanded that the present observing system for surface 
winds and heat flues aver the Calf should be improved. Data fran the 
southwestern Calf is especially inadequate . Operational output from the 
National Meteorological Center's limited fine-mesh model may be useful 
for providing wind and heat flux data in the northern half of the Calf. 
A procedure for free exchange of wind data from coastal stations surround-
ing the calf should be instituted. 

(2) Interaction of the Loop current with the west Florida Shelf 

Satellite data indicate that meanders and possibly the initiation of the 
pinched-off eddies may be a fimctioci of the interaction between the Loop 
Current water and water on the west Florida shelf. Also, existing model 
exercises indicate that the deep flaw along the f/H contour (thus along 
the slope off the west Florida shelf) is of controlling inportarice to 
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the baroclinic response of the Loop Current. Finally, there is a need 
in general too understand the e=hange processes for salt, heat, mcmenttiun 
and energy. Specificaticns of the recatmended program plan are as fol-
lows : 

A miniirnan of one CSI transect across the west Florida shelf from 
Ft. Meyers to the abyssal plain (see Figure 3) . 

A miniiman of 4 moorings at 2000 m, 700 m, 200 m, and 50 m. 

A mininaan of 4 CM' s in deep water to define the total transport. 

A mininaun of 1 year ccntinuous measurement. 

Of lower priority would be additicnal CM n-norings along the 
shelf break and parallel to the coast. 

An auxiliary program is to perform hydrographic surveys at suit-
ably frequent intervals to provide details of the salinity/ 
temperature distribution, as well as ACT surveys for napping 
the near-shelf portion of the Loop Current during the time when 
satellite images indicate the presence of large meanders . Ten 
sections of 10 drops are envisioned for each survey (2 surveys 
per year) . 

The approximate minimum costs of such a program (ane year) are : 

u C14' s $ 88K 
8 Acoustic Rel 80K 
Deck Unit 10K 
Mooring Gear 40K 
ACT' s (2 times/yr) 

Probes (200) 40K 
Aircraft 20K 

Shiptime (].2 days) 
w/6 myth recycle 150K 

TOTAL $428K 
+ overhead 
+ data anal sis 

1 million 

(3) Production and Decay of Anticyclones in the Western Calf 

Past modeling work and data analysis have revealed that the principal 
large-scale circulation of the western Calf is dominated by large anti-
cyclonic eddies separating fran the Loop Current and travelling westward . 
Better understanding of this feature is hindered by the absence of ex-
perimental evidence on the reflection/dissipation process that takes 
place at the western boundary of the deep Gulf basin, as anticyclonic 
eddies impinge cap the continental slope. Measurements of the evolution 
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of the current, hydrographic, nutrient and biologic fields associated 
with the eddy are desirable as it interacts with the shelf. The physi-
cal processes of short wave radiation, continental shelf waves, and 
nc[rent=, salt and heat fluxes are expected to be important and should 
be resolved. Major elements of a field program to accomplish the physi-
cal portion of the above areas follows : 

CM mooring arrays (- 5 moorings with - 5 AI's each), with a 
suggested array plan shown on Figure 4 . Zhis array is need-
ed to provide a resolution of about 200 km in the N-S scale 
and about 150 ]an in the E-W scale. Also, this array should 
be "dynamically positioned" to intercept an arriving eddy . 

Satellite it imagery is required to identify and track (win-
ter only) the creation and movement of a candidate eddy . his 
approach would not be useful fran about May to September. Ar-
rangements should be made for the processing and retention of 
the maxixmsn possible number of satellite images for the period 
of study. 

Satellite-tracked drifters should be used to track the eddy 
during summer, and also to record the evolution of the tempera-
ture structure in the upper 200 m. 

ACT surveys should augment the data collection to determine 
near-synoptic surface and subsurface temperature structure ev-
olution of the eddy as it interacts with the shelf slope. 

Ship hydrographic data is desirable to provide basic tepera-
ture and salinity (nutrient and biological) data during the 
periods of P.XBT surveys . 

Existing NBO buoys (see Figure 4) and coastal stations can 
be used to obtain adequate wind stress and wind stress curl 
time series in the array area . 

Expected major logistical/political difficulties include : 
(1) Mexican clearances (minimum 6 myth - maximum 1 year lead 
time) ; (2) acceptable ship and aircraft scheduling flexibility; 
and, (3) development of means for real-time transmission of 
satellite IR images to ships and/or aircraft too guide surveys . 

Zhe approximate costs for such a program (one year) are : 
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25 RCM-4's @ $8K 
10 EG&G releases @ $lOK 

Nboring Gear 
ACT's (- 3 surveys) 

Probes (150 @ $200) 
Aircraft (P-3 Orion) 

Platforms 
Ship Time (mooring deployment 
and recovery and 2 cruises for 
hYdtngraPhics - 4 weeks @ $6K/day) 

Personnel 
(PI, 2 students, technician, full 
year each) 

$ 2oox 
100K 
50K 

30K 
30K 

170K 

75K 
$ 655K 

+ overhead and travel 
+ data analysis 
> $ 1 million 

(4) Correlatiai of North Atlantic Winds to Transport in Calf Straits . 

Y. Hsueh recannerbds a very simple analysis, which requires no new data 
collection, to look at variations in the transport through the Yucatan 
and Florida Straits which are in response to the very large scale cir-
culation over the whole North Atlantic. Zhis involves a statistical 
analysis of wind stress and sea level data aver the whole North Atlan-
tic and correlation to Imp Current grvtirth , and transport through the 
Straits. 

'IIhe above proposed program were judged by the Nbdeler Group to hold the 
highest priority in tears of refining our knowledge of the most import-
ant controlling processes in the Calf for a realistic cost. Other agen-
cies should be encouraged to fiend concurrent studies, such as outer shelf 
circulation on the broad Texas shelf, and inner shelf circulation off both 
Florida and Texas. 
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OCEANOGRAPHER GROUP 

PLO. Reid - Co-Chairman 
J. D. Cochrane - Co-Chaianan 
A, Humphreys - Recorder 
F. Chew 
M. A. FstAqtve 
J. Van Leer 
B. Taylor 
F. Everdale 
J. AltaQnirano 
R Fiodriguez 

Discussion . The general first day's discussion of the Oceanographer 
Group was guided by the list of problems presented in the keynote ad-
dress. Zee abject of the first day's discussion was not to define the 
data collection program, but to identify the most significant data col-
lection needs and the nest significant physical processes in the Gulf. 
Mie following is a summary of the discussion. 

A. Data Collection 

(1) Monitor currents in the Yucatan and Florida Straits using CM 
strings, inverted echo sounders, aircraft ACT probes, acous-
tic measursnents, and hydrographic profiles . 

(2) Sea level measurements across and downstream at both Straits, 
or measure bottcan pressure across and downstream. Should 
have sufficient redundancy of instruments. 

( 3) Continue IR imagery with XBT gad truth for mole Gulf. 

(4) XB'T is by ship and aircraft. Plan strategic event 
related surveys at space and time scales sufficient to re-
solve migrating pressure systems . 

(5) Optimization of ships of opportunity for: 

* Towed thennistors 

0 XBT' s 

Meteorological is - baratetric pressure, 
t- perature, humidity, wind 

Doppler current profiles 

" Investigate use of commercial shipping to and frcan 
Tampico 
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Surface theme salinograph 

Aircraft of opportunity, i.e ., military, fishing co-
op's, Hurricane Center 

sure proper advanced coordination of data collection 
system. 

(6) Perform Gulf-wide inverted echo sounder its. locate 
a meridianal string at 90°W in deep water and at location of 
of anticyclone eddy separation frcen loop Current. 

(7) Deploy satellite tracked drifters with drogues at firmed depths 
with thezmistor strings . Coordinate with detailed meteorolog-
ical measurements . 

(8) Install peananent current raster arrays with temperature and 
pressure at the following locations : 

Along the west Florida shelf/slope break 

Along a line from the Mississippi Delta to the Yucatan 
Strait 

Along a line fim the Cznpeche Bank to Key west 

(9) Utilize Oil Platfoms to obtain meteorological, currents, temp-
erature/salinity and tide data. 

(10) Install. bottcnr-moumted pressure gauges at shelf edge . 

(11) Additional measurements to be considered include SOFAR floats, 
swallow floats, satellite altimetsy, and satellite scattenare-
ter for measuring winds and mixed layer depths. 

B. Important Physical Processes 

(1) Basin/shelf interaction (transfer of energy) . 

(2) Migration of cyclones/anticyclones (transfer of vorticity) . 

(3) C'mvergence/divpxgence zones along edge of Loop Current and 
vicinity of eddies (transfer of mass) . 

(4) Slope upwelling/dcwmweLling (coastal) . 

(5) Spindawn/dissipation of rings in western Calf . 

(6) Separation of warm rings fr~an Loop Current. 
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(7) Iaca,l generation of eddies (anticyclones in western Gulf by 
local winds) . 

(8) Generation of cold rings (cyclonic) . 

(9) Modification. of water characteristics in migrating rings. 

(10) Topographic interaction of rings in western Calf. 

(11) Influence of intense meteorological events on. circulation and 
thermal structure (winter stogy and hurricanes) . 

(12) Influence of fresh water discharge on shelf circulation . 

(13) Wind effects on, shelf circulation. 

(14 ) Surface and bottom boundary layers. 

second pay Spry. ihe outocm of the second day's discussion of the 
Oceanographer Group was an outline of a three-year neasurenent program 
which concentrated on the eastern Gulf in year one, the western Calf in 
year two, and the entire Calf in year three . A spry of the reconnen-
datians for each year's prograQn are presented below, arranged in order 
of priority. 

EAS= GUI' - YEAR ONE 

(1) Interaction of the Loop Current with the West Florida Shelf. 

Measurements required to investigate loop meanders, upwelling and vonver-
pence phenomenon involve the following specifications (rnsnber in paren-
thesis indicates priority) : 

" CM/T and TG moorings located across shelf from shallow to deep 
water at about 26°N (pick standard level for current meter 
moorings - 100 m) . (I) 

" ACT' s and IR (I ) 

" Bottcan mounted pressure gauge at shelf edge . (I) 

" Bottom boundary micro-scale current measurements at selected 
titres to study the bottom shear dissipation piss . (II) 
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(2) Loop Current Intrusion and Breakof f 

Measurements required too study the behavior of Loop growth and productlai 
of eddies involves the following specifications (order of priority) : 

" Ships of opportunity - CT's and salinograph. (I) 

" IR imagery. (z) 

" ACT surveys at strategic times as indicated by the IR. (II) 

" Mend C24/'r moorings frcen edge of west Florida shelf to edge 
of Campeche Bank (3 moorings) . (III) 

" Install inverted echo sounders . (III) 

" Perfoxn single ship surveys for CT's and hydrocJraphics . (III) 

(3) Perfom a Study on "Haw to Monitor a Strait" using Florida Straits 
as an Exuple 

Measurements recommended to study the inflow/outflow characteristics of 
the Straits include deep t3M/T moorings, cyclesonde, and bottom mounted 
pressure gauges. 

WES= GULF - YEAR TM 

(1) Migratim of Detached Anticlones and Interaction with the Western 
Shelf 

Measurements rec=mded to study the migration and fate of detached 
anticyclones in the western Gulf include (in order of priority) 

" Satellite tracked drifters strategically placed by analysis of 
IR imagery. (I) 

" IR imagery. (I) 

" Strategically planned ships of opportunity - CT's, towed 
thexmistors, meteorological data. (I) 

" CM/T arrays . (II) 

" Limited number of single ship surveys to deploy CT's and 
collect deep hydrographic and biological data - T, S, 02 
and nutrients . (II) 

" IFS - inverted echo sounders . (III) 
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(2) Texas/Louisiana Shelf Circulation 

The existing programs off EYeeport, Sabine and Calcasieu should be sup-
ported and tied in with the Flower Gardens at the shelf edge. It is 
of interest to examine the shelf response too norther events and typical 
storms as well as normal regimes . Measurements recaamended to study the 
Texas/Louisiana shelf circulation include (in order of priority) 

" Maintain and supplement the cross-shelf F'reeport-to-Flower 
Gardens (93°-40'W, 2'10-55'N) line of CM/T's for at least one 
year (could also stele on a line from Calcasieu Pass to 
Flower Gardens) . (I 

" Bottom mounted pressure gaffe at the outer edge of shelf. (I) 

" Utilize ships of opportunity and oil platforms. (I) 

Employ satellite tracked drifters. (II) 

SYNOPTIC SURVEY OF EN'1'IlM GULF - YEAR TH= 

The purpose is to capture a near-synoptic picture of the entire Calf to 
investigate the interaction of the various processes, i . e . , Strait dy-
namics, loop Current growth, anticyclone shedding, and shelf interac-
tions . This involves very intense (two week) monitoring events des-
cribed by the following: 

" Multiship (3-4) and aircraft (2) to survey whole Gulf during 
at least two different Loop intrusion states (twice/year), 
covered in approximately two weeks . Measurements include 
deep hydirographics, CT's, IR, 100 m thexmistAr tows, sur-
face salinographs, and meteorological data. (I) 

" Moautor the inflaa/outflow at Yucatan and Florida Straits one 
month prior to and during the above surveys, using cyclesonde 
and deep moored CM/T' s . (I) 

Utilize ships of opportunity for CT's, salinograph and towed 
thennistors . (I) 

Supplgnent with continuation of the Florida shelf slope QM/T 
array measurements . (I) 

In general, the Oceanographer Group recommends better coverage of metea-
rological info3mation throughout the Calf. Cue possibility would be to 
convince th!~ National Weather Service to extend their analyses dawn at 
least to 18"N. Another possibility is to make maxiTmIIn use of meteorologi-
cal its taken at oil platforms . 
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SUMMARY SESSION 

The workshop summary session begin with brief presentations by the re-
spective suhgrot~ charimen: G. Maul, J. D. on, and R .O. Reid . A 
written spry of each presentation is given under the previous section 
on Subgroup Discussions- Highlights from the general open discussion 
which followed these presentatiocis are given below. 

B . Pearce - I think we can now open the floor for questioning. I think 
it's interesting that the is in the Yucatan and Florida Straits 
have been dropped to a lower priority than it would have appeared fnm 
the beginning. Also, everyone seems to agree more or less with the mea-
surements in the eastern and western Gulf. 

R 0. Raid, - mere is one point that I failed to mention and this is that 
NOAA plans to do sane monitoring in the Florida Straits. 

F. Chew - fiat's correct. As part of our national climate study, we plan 
to mceutor the heat transport through the Florida Straits off Miami . Chce 
woe can get started, it will continue for several years. Zhis is part of a 
larger program that will be, looking at a section extending fran Florida to 
Africa at about 24°N. 

D. Brooks - With regard to a synoptic survey of the whole Calf, I think 
that even with femur ships it would be hard to get the truly synoptic pic-
ture in two weeks, if you are interested in resolving the 100 km scale 
features that you see in the IR images of the western Calf. For example, 
I've seen changes within the time scale of a week to ten days that are 
significant. 

R .O. Reid - Well, we are talking about perhaps four ships and two air-
craft primarily over the deep Golf. 

D. Brooks - If you concentrated the aircraft in the areas where you knew 
the smaller scale phenomena would be maybe that would work out. 

Anonymous - I grant to point out that our drifting buoys have the capabil-
ity of measuring wind speed and direction besides positioning and all the 
other variables . 

J . McCall - I assume that NMO will be active in this program in the fir 
tore and I have two questions that will help me in supporting what you 
plan to do. Cane is the accuracy of the cast estimates mentioned, although 
I don't need an answer right maw on this . I'm guessing that the quoted 
cost estimates mould be off several million dollars . The second question 
is probably more =Portant, as to mat is the output to the U.S . taxpayer 
and where does he benefit from }awing more about the Gulf processes? This 
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is very critical in tee of favorable political support and obtaining the 
necessary funding requirements, which my be quite substantial . 

J.D. 'Ihanpson - If you're talking about trajectories for an oil spill, and 
you're trying to drive a model of the area with surface boundary conditions, 
the wind field is a very important pert of that . If you take the example 
of the LXTOC-1 blowout, we really didn't have very much information on 
the detailed wind field, and where this oil spill trajectory was going. 
Also, for exanple, consider the western Gulf measurements . The fate of a 
particular pollutant depends very much on how the circulation pattern works 
not only at the surface but also aver depth. Mien there's an eddy in this 
area, things circulate around and around in a circle all the while dispers-
ing. 

J. McCall - I understand the oil spill trajectory aspects, but are there 
any others? 

D. Brooks - You can see, far example, that one tactical benefit would be 
the influence on hurricanes, and whether there was an eddy under it when 
it went across the Gulf. People who worry about hurricane tracks would 
probably be very interested in }mowing where an eddy was . 

G. Csanady - Another point is the assimilative capacity of the continen-
tal shelf for wastes rich depends very much on the exchange processes be-
tween the shelf and the deep water. This is a very inportant aspect~of 
the mooring area experiments in both the eastern and western calf. 

F. Etverdale - Fisheries also. If you have upwelling along the west Florida 
shelf one of the things I found is that the sports fisheries become very 
intense where there is an upwelling of nutrients . 

P. Miler - It's really interesting that the modelers designed the current 
meter arrays, and they are not observationalists, so I hope that when you 
go Yxxne you will continue this interaction in finding people who can advise 
you oar the FEE?. I would hate to see that array on the RF'P. I would hate 
to see anything that we have produced here today specifically cm the 1EP, 
because they are very specific suggestions . I don't think that we have 
had the time to do a proper design, but I think that we have had the time 
to identify tyro or three central problems of the Calf and write clown the 
rationale and the kind of tools you might be able to use. I~think there 
is a time now for people who may want to disqualify themselves and those 
of us who might want to spend sane mire time actually designing the prob-
lan more carefully. The design of an oceanographic measurement program 
aver a leg period of time is very crucial and it takes another two days 
of work or another week of work, or another month or a year of work. So 
I wr)uld hate to see the Him and the coastal engineers leave this meeting 
with those things that have been drawn by the moclelers, or those things 
that we've drawn, and on the basis of this put out an FU'P . 
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D. Brooks - Just for the record the current meter arrays you mentioned 
were also designed in part by myself and G. Csanady. 

P. Miler - Well, I would hope that there will be another opportunity to 
take the recannendations of this workshop and get together with a much 
smaller grog of people, with people who know about observations in the 
Calf, and focus in with BIM's advice on where the priorities lay and then 
design something before the RE? goes out. 

J. Mc,Call - Let me catment on that. I support what you say catq~letely. 
A solution to that is to break up this RE? wherein you retain the flexi-
bility by going to an agency which does not have to be specific. For 
exmple, we build and deploy buoys, and wee need to know in general where 
they might be or haw marry are needed for your purposes, but not being a 
contractor and not negotiating for profit and these various things, it's 
relatively easy to change thin and suitably later after you've had time 
to properly design the program. 

P. Miler - Yes, and I've heard sane horror stories, like "you shall take 
a CIO every hour you're out there", but you can't take a CM every hour 
men you're trying to put moorings out and do other things, it's impossi-
ble. 

D. Brooks - I would like to make one comment here. Cne of the things we 
were asked to do was to have some specific recommendations for the measure-
ment programs in the Calf. I agree with you Peter, that a great deal mare 
careful thought has to go into planning arrays or anything approaching the 
scale that we are talking about, but given the few hours we had to put to-
gether a program here based on sane of our cam knowledge we didn't effect 
to care up with a final detailed plan. 

P. Miler - I think that's wonderful, but I'm just cautioning the people 
who are going to walk off with this document to please not set it in cai-
cx+ete and please ask us again for our ideas. I'm saying that you should 
not make specifications of what we are going to use, how we are going to 
use it, and where to put it oar the basis of this workshop. 

D. Brooks - I don It think anyone suggested that this would be done . 

J. D. 'Iha52son - Peter, I think you've taken us far too seriously on this 
BSM meeting . What we were charged to do, and what I think our (Mod,eler) 
group dial, was to put up sore proposals for ways of measuring things that 
we know we need to measure. For exile, the 700 m depth was not chosen 
arbitrarily, it was chosen because it is the particular contour which 
the models say we need to see what the flaw is there. That contour goes 
out through the Florida Straits . If someone vanes along lags and knocks 
that dam to 300 m, then that's not what we are asking for as modelers . 
We are asking for something that has a contour above the sill depth of 
the Florida Straits, and that's very important. If that particular mes-
sage gets lost, between here and when it's actually done, as far as the 
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modeling we will have missed that particular opportunity to do scsnething. 
I don't think we were completely blind and having fantasies in dying these. 
We asked D. Brooks acme particular things about how to measure processes, 
and we didn't know a lot about the details. 

G. Csanad - Well, we sat together and discussed this whole problem, and 
we thras it out, and we came to teens with M. Bsoum that we just had 
to be mire specific or else the whole thing isn't useful. That is the 
facts of life. 

Y . Hsueh - Zivose moorings do have aspects that are likeable. 

B . Pearce - I have a question. It seems there is general agreement for 
the current arrays off Florida and the one in the western Gulf, but there 
seems to be a major dissension here on wind-driven shelf circulation. I'd 
like to hear a few cannents cap that. 

P . Niiler - I would like to make a camnent on that . Firstly, if you look 
at the shelf break array and we see that, right in here we have a history 
of its of currents between 50 meters and 200 rasters for two years . 
We know that it is a very complicated regime, and I know you can't talk 
about the modeling of the deep circulation, but at least the first order 
shelf exchange process can be looked at already with the existing data if 
you are interested in doing that. Secondly, the problem is that what you 
measure here won't have arty relationship with what you measure 100 kilcme-
ters away or 50 kilaneters away. It is a very incoherent kind of picture 
as to what's happening. It is really difficult to make sense of an cn-
shoreand an offshore array and learn more than we already know in a 
year's time . With the exception of course of one deep meter which Dana 
'IIhatpson's model seems to need. Now, there is one aspect or hint free 
the kind of data which canes free Oregon, from New England, and which 
vanes free this data as well (the historical set) and it's based on 9 
months of record here and 9 months of record there. There is a real 
hypothesis that says theme is a general winter circulation of the Calf, 
and wee see that the fluctuations on the shelf are really directly related 
to them. the only thing that is coherent with anything on this shelf 
edge is when you get to shallow water less than 100 meters deep in the 
winter time and you begin to see something which you can relate to same-
thing which somebody else is doting. G. Mmmiarino, I am told has a 
nbdel of the west Florida shelf. We have experience in Atlantic Bight, 
shelf circulation modeling. We have experience in the fact that the New 
England Coastal Engineers are looking at a west Florida shelf model and 
so we felt that the shelf circulation problem is one of the predictable 
aspects in terns of: (1) the tidal dissipated currents, (2) the wind-
driven currents, and. (3) the sea level set up that's associated with 
t- i c entire Bight. 
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Y . Hsueh - I was going to say all you said . But what I am concerned 
about is that I still think that even though you have two years of data 
and we need it, but that two years indicated that these eddies are very 
interesting . I think that fran looking at the satellite pictures over 
the last day, I feel there is a lot to be learned. I guess there is al-
ways a choice of problems, but we are really lacking for predictability 
in an area that is very interesting in terms of things like that (eddies) . 
Eventually we have to face the Imp Current problem, and wee see the in-
teraction right there in the satellite picture. I just feel that this 
is the problem to be looked at. 

J. D. ~ - One of the things that these models do is try keep you 
Enan kidding yourself and you are kidding yourself if you try to do a 
limited area model of the west Florida shelf without offshore boundary 
conditions, particularly far long time scales like for years . Now wee 
are not addressing the offshore boundary condition problems in anY of 
these proposals and there is no cage that says that. But what we are 
trying to do is to look at me testable hypothesis and that is that 
the deep flaws tend to follow the f/Fi contours in the deep water fmn 
the Gulf throw the Straits . 

G. Gsanady - I would like to say that what Peter is saying is certainly 
very worthwhile, that the west Florida shelf is ripe for the picking to 
try to explain it now that we have developed the ideas that weren't 
around 10 years ago. It is certainly going to be possible to do sane-
thing worthwhile with it. In this very meeting at this time, however, 
I think that we ought to address the deep water circulation, and we have 
what I consider a testable hypothesis with Dana's model and sane of the 
ideas that group around the large scale Loop and the eddies that impinge 
on the western boundary. mat is certainly a very interesting, worth-
while problem and it's relevant to the large scale circulation problems 
that perhaps BIM is concerned with in the western Calf. So it is a choice 
between two nice scientific problems and there is no way in the world that 
you can fiend a good shelf circulation project and a good deep water cir-
culaticn project on something like a million dollars a year, so wee just 
trimned our sails to fit the project. In fact we were talking about the 
types of measurements for these two observation enterprises for the west 
Florida shelf and the western (elf and clearly it is not going to be 
possible to do it simultaneously an the BIM budget unless somebody else 
cares in with an equivalent amount of money. So they would be sequenced 
according to our recommendations,but again this is up to E. Wood and BIM 
and everybody else as well . Zhere is another equally good rearmendaticn 
wee could make on shelf circulation not ply on the west Florida shelf but 
cap the Texas-Louisiana shelf and the Mississippi shelf as well. They are 
very interesting and very important problem. The shelf circulation is 
in sane sense a mare direct and more important problem as far as the shore 
impact is concerned, if anything. So while 2 endorse what you are saying 
basically, I can also say we have really been charged to look at the deep 
water circulation because this is what they are interested in funding next. 
And that is what we were ding. 
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J. D. 9hattpscn - I have to agree with C3abe. Sanahaw during the meeting 
this morning Peter went off onto the Florida shelf, and I didn't really 
say anything about it because I wasn't sure wee were gaming to leave, but 
I really think you have nailed it down. I think that aspect is truly 
an interesting problem but that wee have gone astray fran what our basic 
mission has been here. I really think wee ought to regroup our minds back 
to the deep water problems and stop flopping around quite so much abut 
it. 

P. Niiler - I hear deep water on one side and predictability on the other 
with respect to oil spills and I can't hook the two together. Saneane 
has told somebody you've got to understand the deep water circulation in 
the Gulf if you are going to understand scaiething about the oil spills . 

C. Cooper - One of the points you had made Peter, was the interaction of 
tie west Florida shelf with the spinoff of the eddies, and that was cage 
reason for focusing in on that particular shelf area . So it is tied, or 
at least that was an argiment that was made that it is tied to the deep 
water circulation patterns . 

P. Niiler - We do see an interaction in the winter, and it is the wind 
and the big eddy that have an obvious large scale pattern of flow, and 
wee also see that in the satellite information as we see that cold tongue 
that shoots across the bottom of the loop Current . 

E . Wood - Peter, I would like to make a clarification here. I am not 
sure I was the one who used "deep water" . I used "open Gulf" and by 
that I mean circulation from. top to bottom but in the open Calf versus 
on the shelf. So I think maybe it's a matter of semantics . 

P. Niiler - I can't separate usually the deep from the shallow. I don't 
know where to draw the edge. Someone says here is the shelf break. I've 
always been wondering where the shelf break is because it depends on what 
dynamics you're looking at. The tide goes right across and it doesn't 
know it's a shelf break. 7M wind-driven circulation depends on what 
season you are in. So I don't know where to put the edge of the shelf. 

G. Csanady - You can see it on the satellite pictures . In the winter you 
have a nice line. Actually the dynamics of a 100 m deep cola is much 
different from the dynamics of a 5 km deep water cola . 'Il7ere is cer-
tainly a fairly rapid transition, although it is not a sharp boundary, 
but it's a boundary layer. 

J. McCall - I would like to ask Ed one question. Are wee talking in gen-
eral about a million dollar realm per year or are we talking about 5 mil-
lion dollars per year. We may be able to put some money into this thing 
ourselves, but I would like to know what ballgame we're playing. 
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E . Wood - We went through this yesterday, and I tried to give people 
score idea of what ball park we're working in, but I really can't say 
haw mach mosey because it's a competitive procedure. 

J . McCall - The point I'm trying to make is that we really have to get 
back to reality, because we can spend a million dollars just like that. 

G. Maul - Cne thing that Tony touched upon yesterday rich is very im-
portant is that we would really like to hear something fran our Mexican 
scientists, as to their perspective of what they see going on, and chat 
their role might be in this . We really need their help, and we need to 
know what they think. 

E. Wood - Maybe I can shed a little light on what's happened here. we 
have tried now for about 6 myths too make contacts with Cuba and Mexico 
and there was a series of letters that went out through the State Depart-
ment, and we didn't get too much response. men suddenly we did get some 
response and some of it was that we are not too sure or yes, we are in-
terested but we'll have to see haw things progress . We got a response 
from a physical oceanographer in Mexico, Alberto Vasquez, and he was in-
terested in what we were doing and sent us sane of his data but unfor-
tunately he has been tied up with other activities. We then received 
word fran Jose AltaQnirano that they would be glad to cane up and sit in 
with us. We realize they are more interested in the hydrocarbon problem 
but they are going to be faced with the same types of problems we are 
faced with in showing that the enviratment is protected fran the indus-
trializaticn that is taking place in their waters as it is in ours. So 
they have concerns about Loop transport as well but they have to be look-
ing at it from the analytical point of hydrocarbons . So we are very 
pleased to have them with us. They know same of our concerns even though 
its fran a discipline that they are not familiar with, and I am sure that 
they will carry the word back on our concerns. Mexico's scientists and 
others in physical oceanography in particular are acing to be interested 
in what we are doing, and contacts that you people have with than are 
going to be very important . So we welcome their comments and participa-
tion. 

P. Niiler - Picking up on what Gabe was saying, I think that the deep water 
eddy problem and the continental shelf problems on the west Florida shelf 
are two problems that work together. Also on the western part of the Gulf 
there are three problem that work together. I think it's a matter of se-
quencing more than its a matter of saying one or the other. But I think 
these are the problems which all of us seem too agree we have a good chance 
for . We have enough background data so we don't have to have a research 
program, and that's an important aspect for BLM in that they would like 
too use instrumentation to do a measurermnt program based on rare good 
background ideas . I think over a three year period, aria could put togeth-
er a sequence of studies which really understand more about the wind-driven 
field and more about the motion and develognit of the eddy in the deep 
water and its interaction with the shelf perhaps in the winter time es- 
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pecially, and with two shelfs for that matter - the western shelf and 
the eastern shelf. So I think its a ratter of balance and sequencing 
but if you are going to take something with you fran this meeting, 
these are the two big things that people see a good bet on . It's 
amazing to me how all three groups mentioned both of them. 

B. Pearce - I tend too agree. You can also make an argument for the 
shelf circulation on the basis of marginal costs, in addition to the 
deep moorings . 

J. D. Zhampsan - Since the observationalists asked the modelers has they 
could design experiments, I an going to ask Peter how his group decided 
that we had the best bet of predicting the brealaoff of the Loop Current . 
mat do you mean by that? 

P. Miler - I didn't say the brealcoff of the Loop Current. We have 
the best bet of following the Imp Current eddy. We have to study the 
breakoff process which we don't know very well . But once it's broken, 
I think the idea of following the loop Current eddy for three years, 
very carefully, and then seeing how your model follows the Loop Current 
eddy would make a very interesting prediction problem, and I think it's 
the kid of thing that you have a good bet on. not predicting its cutoff 
because that depends cn the flow into the Straits and out of the Straits . 
But once it is isolated, I think that is a good bet, Dana. 

J. D. Son - Well, I misunderstood, I read the recaimendat ion as "pre-
diction best bet loop breakoff." 

G. Manor - This is beginning to penetrate into the far future where we 
will have ocean weather prediction models because in this sense obviously 
a model has to be injected or updated at acme particular time to create 
an eddy and watch it. So it's the beginnings of perhaps ocean weather 
predictions . 

TY Sturges - Qze of the things that has cane out is the fact that there 
is a lot of hash on the boundary between the Loop Current and the inner 
fricticnal.ly daninated shelf flaw, but we have seen a lot of pictures of 
that so we have a fairly good idea fran the satellite photographs of 
what to expect. Cne of the things that I thought numerical models are 
supposed to do is be able to handle that, if you have a reasonably de-
cent non-linear model. If you have an eddy resolving model that resolves 
the right sized eddy, I was wondering whether or not Peter could suggest 
what the minim= scale is that he thinks is important to run the numeri-
cal models at. 

P. Miler - Fran observations? I think on the shelf break at 200 meters 
there is no relationship to the law frequency flaw at 50 meters below 
the surface and at the bottan. The vertical scale is incoherent at 150 
meters. 'tee second point is that we are talking about a frequency band 
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of from a 2-day period to about a 40-day period, which includes the lit-
tle eddies that have a vertical scale less than 150 meters, with a lot 
of stratification in between. The other point is that the little eddies 
on the shelf have a horizontal resolution which depends sanewhat on fre-
quency. I don't quite understand it yet, but I can see on and off the 
shelf the scale is somewhere around 10 kilareters or less, and along the 
shelf it is about 25 kilometers or 20 kilanetexs . You really start to 
lose coherence very rapidly beyond that. Mere is a lot of energy in 
very shall scales and there is also sane coherent energy in acme logger 
scales . Sanetimes you get on the west Florida shelf a wave train that 
is really coherent over 150 kilaneters and other tames you don't see 
that. So there is a very complex horizcntal/vertical problem. For ex-
ample, the tenperature and the currents are not related at all in the 
high frequencies . 

C. Cooper - FYan BIM's standpoint are those high frequency oscillations 
important? Are they going to add to the advection, for example, of an 
oil spill? 

P. Niiler - It turns out that the 40-day time scale phenomena, if you 
look at the transport of heat by eddies off of the shelf (v't'), you can 
oampute those vectors from all the current meter data, and you can also 
canpute the co-spectrum, which means you can find out where the variance 
ccmes from in the frequency band, and it mostly canes fran the law fre-
quency bands by 40 days . So there is a real transport, and we can look 
at what the transport across the shelf break is . We have made these 
oanputaticns and they really do depend on the 40-day law frequency mo-
tions . The high frequency is not coherent as I have told you. There 
is no v't' correlation an a higher frequency band of 20 days and 2 days . 
You have a temperature spectrum which looks very different than the vel-
ocity spectrum. The temperature spectrum is very rare and the velocity 
spectrum falls off the frequency spectrum too . the temperature cascade 
is very different than the velocity cascade . It's very weird. 

T. Sturges - All that hash cap the west Florida shelf also probably means 
there is a great deal of dissipation going an there. 
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CLOSING SESSION 

Closing Ranarks and Sunnary of BIM Objectives - E. Wood 

E. Wood - I sat in an portions of all tutee of the workshops, and all of 
you really 7unPed in there and got a hold of this thing. Although there 
was a little bouncing off the walls for awhile, I think you really got 
around to the issue, and I want to thank you all for your participation, 
your vestments and your planning. I think what we have cone here is very 
inportant, and that if nothing happens beyond this meeting, it was still 
worth the effort. But we do have approval for FY 82 funding for physical 
oceanography, and the FY 83 physical oceanography Package is high enough 
on the list that wee are pretty well assured that it will get funding if 
there is money available to do it. Although the Peagan Administration 
is prodding to see where the lower level is, I don't think they will be 
rash enough to cut off the OCS marine tal program altogether 
at this point. 

I would like to tell you now about what to expect from here. New England 
Coastal Engineers is developing a model for us on the west Florida shelf, 
and we tucked in this little effort of holding the workshop because it 
was convenient to contract, and it basically fit into what they are doing. 
They have clone a very good job here, and I am pleased hoes things have 
progressed. I thank them, and I especially thank you all for your input. 
'their subcontractor, Tetra Tech, is going to produce a report of what 
went an here. Although it may not cover all of your points exactly the 
way you wanted then to get through, I think it is important that they 
tin around this document as soon as possible so that we can get it out 
too you. We will circulate it to as many people as we feel appropriate, 
and it will be available to anyone else who wants it. So those who 
didn't attend this meet;, and yet who have an interest in it, will cer-
tainly have access to what went cap here. We will take your collection of 
ideas and try to work than out and pick those that we feel wee can get the 
biggest bang for the buck. 2 hope that what wee produce will be a contri-
bution to the scientific caRnamity and to those people who are paying the 
bill. 

In the past, SLM has been accused of being overly specific and too inflex-
ible in our contracts . We have made changes, however, and I think we are 
flexible and sensitive to the needs for change. mere still are a few 
people (scientists), however, who have to learn the difference between a 
grant and a contract. We have specific products that we have to crane up 
with in a certain time frame, so we are locked in from that aspect. If 
you can come up with good rationale for changes, however, we will make 
than. Presently we have concerned contracting officers to work with. 
'Ihey are sensitive to the needs of scientists, ship schedules etc., so 
we can expect cooperation f=an the Branch of Contract Operations . I 
appreciate the comient that P . Miler made to me about proper planning 
before initiating a sailing program, so that we don't aane out with a 
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set of specifications that say "If you are going too do it at all, you are 
going too do it our (SLM) way." We may suggest a way that you do it, but 
we don't expect you to treat the Statement of Work as though it were set 
in concrete. 

For those of you who are interested in responding to an FU?, we will have 
a separate section of instructions to give guidance on submitting . alter-
hate ideas or proposals . In order for us to evaluate and amore all pro-
posals with sore rationale, however, you may end up having to respond to 
something that you feel is incorrect, but there is nothing wrong with 
saying in your proposal that there is a better gray to do it and to give 
us your rationale. Inter on in the negotiation process, which may take 
me or mare iterations of secondary proposals, an approach can be worked 
out that is more valid than what we had initially proposed. 

G. Csanady - In your Statement of Work could you define some basic objec-
tives, for example, defining circulation an the west Florida shelf, or to 
find the total transport of the Calf? That is really what the experimen-
tal design was about. If that is stated it makes it much easier for every-
one. 

E. Wood - gars is a Background and Purpose and Objectives section in the 
Statement of Work which will hopefully articulate our needs well enough 
to give you sane guidance on haw to respond to the I;TP. This is a good 
point, and we will try hard to clearly define the objectives. 

2 would be surprised if we didn't see sane of you responding to the ='s 
in some way or another . It may be as principal investigator, as a manager, 
or as an advisor. We expect this and as long as we ddcn 't go into too many 
specifics here, then there is really no conflict of interest or prior 
knowledge problems . 

We will be putting out a Statement of Work, which will get sane review 
outside of RLM. If it is a capetitive procurement we necessarily cannot 
go to a unversity type or someone who may want to bid an this. We can go 
to another federal agency, such as ACIAL or some other NQAA lab, or the 
Corps of Engineers, and try to select people with expertise who can give 
us scene assistance in rewording certain portions . The Statement of Work 
with our standard boilerplate will then go to Washington, and they will 
add saw mire boilerplate and it will eventually come out on the street 
as a Request for Proposal . 

I would like to give you a little information an BIM types of RFP's and 
more or less what we look for in a response. We don't have enough people 
to do the management of all the details. So we necessarily have to depend 
cap a contractor to provide some management to take care of the nifty-gritty 
details, such as scheduling ships and keeping track of products and due 
dates. We expect, therefore, the proposal to include a lean brut efficient 
management system. We drn' t want all the money going into administration 
either by us or by the contractor, but wee do expect a tight management . 
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We have the schedules that are specified and agreed upon through the 
negotiation process, and we expect them to be adhered to. This doesn't 
mean wee are inflexible, but we do look unfavorably upon delays . 

We expect an efficient data management system. We demand that all the 
data collected be submitted to NODC in a reasonable time frame. We want 
to males sure that there is quality control, that the data submitted are 
in good shape, and are ready for use by the general scientific camnmity. 
(Our first obligations are to us (the fit) and to the Principal 
Investigators.) We also look favorably upon local talent. This is not 
entirely a political concern, but we like to see people who have knowl-
edge of the area so that they are not wandering into something fatally 
unknown. There is usually a role for advisors or a scientific ovpxsite 
group, for quality control and quality assurance, as long as it doesn't 
get out of balance . This should not be an elaborate effort, but a cer-
tain amount of time by people of sore professional stature, who can share 
their expertise and help guide the program, is applicable here. We also 
look favorably upcn a program which shows that people are coordinating 
with other projects, and that they know what else is going on amid them. 
If they have contacts with other federal agencies, with other universi-
ties, or privately funded industrial projects, this shows they are really 
aware of what's going on . 

For this project, it would be also desirable to have contacts with the 
country of Mexico, because it is important that there be maximum inter-
naticna]. cooperation . I think that the mere parties involved in this proj- 
ect, the mire pieces of the puzzle we'll be able to put together, and the 
greater benefit for everyone. We expect that proposals have a realistic 
approach to logistics and to a sample plan. That plan should include an 
efficient use of platforms, be they ships, aircraft, drilling rigs or 
whatever. We also expect an effective plan for dissemination of infonna-
ticn acid reports . 

In summing up, there is one other practical consideration . This is the 
difference between basic science or processes versus an applied or a 
descriptive type of approach. BIM by its mission must be :more concerned 
with the effects than with what causes them. That may not be the way you 
would like to look at it, but the manager doesn't necessarily care uby 
something happens. He is interested in what transpires and haw it affects 
the resources that he is trying to manage. The other point that I really 
can't emphasize enough is that you've got to be able to relate what you 
are proposing too do to the layman. Finally, 2 grant to emphasize that we 
(BIM) cannot dry it all, and that is quite apparent. So if there is any 
piece of work that you can see being coordinated and funded through CNt, 
NSF, or any other agencies, take advantage of it, and let's see if we 
can't bring this whole effort together soars so that it benefits everybody. 

I would like too give Dave Amstutz a chance now to express the views of 
the Washington office of BIM and the overview that he has of the physical 
oceanographic programs. 
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D. Aimstutz - rffie following is a summary of the major points discussed by 
D. Amstutz. 

1. In the beginning I sensed disorganization but I aan very pleased 
with the outcome of the workshop. 

2 . HIM serves many concerns, including various Publics : affected 
states, special or limited interest groups, the general public 
and the scientific community. As a result, there is always go-
ing to be a group that thinks we've done the wrong thing. 

3 . The justification for this program lies with Carigress and the 
Outer Continental Shelf lands Act which gives us the author-
ity to lease the public resources, in an environmentally safe 
and organised way which returns maxitrnIIn benefit to the public . 
We are charged with using the "best available knowledge" in 
managing the leasing of these resources . 

4 . Che of the mast inportant issues that receives a great deal of 
attention and is of interest to the public is oil spills . BIM 
deals with oil spills in a probabilistic sense, and not in the 
"real time" sense. They are oil spills which we believe have 
a likelihood of occurring during the next thirty years fran 
the time the lease is sold. It is our job to predict the oceur-
rance of oil spills and the consequences from them aver that 
thirty Year time frame . We have an accuracy requirement for 
predicting trajectories that is much less stringent than you 
would need for doing real-time predictions. For example, the 
basis of our first oil spill trajectory analysis in the Atlan-
tic off the southeast U.S. was the work done by Burpus with 
drift bottles, alarig with a statistical representation of 
winds ~f~ n shore stations . We recognized, however that wee 
needed a mare reliable method for predicting surface veloci-
ties . The second study done in this area was based on satel-
lite altimetry Fr- n which we obtained a monthly portrayal of 
the surface circulation for a three year period, which was 
used in our oil spill model . We now have rare more advanced 
methods, such as G. Manor' s model which is now used in the, 
diagnostic mode. We have also clone detailed correlaticns of 
onshore and offshore (buoys) winds . 

5 . BIM's studies have both temporal and spatial natures. We 
have already had several separate sales of tracts in the (elf 
which are in various stages of development (since the early 
1950's) . The spatial nature of the problem stems fran the 
fact that our offers of sales for tracts have to address oil 
spills even though the tracts may never be developed for oil. 
nie transportation of oil, by pipelines and/or tankers, is a 
further complication of the problem. 
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6 . BIM recognizes that success in properly developing the off-
shore resources requires very close coordination between 
technology and applied science . Dependence upon applied 
science has certainly been responsible for solving problems 
of navigation and fishing; and we believe it will aid in 
the development of offshore oil and gas . This is what I 
tope we are doing in our present program. We (all of us) 
recognize the need to care for the offshore environment; it 
is important to us for transportation, food, energy, recrea-
ticn, etc . 'IIhus we must be concerned with the curnalative 
impacts of the various contamination sources, not just those 
fin oil and gas activities. 

7 . BIM is responsible for several other programs (e .g., Alaska 
and Georges Bank) tinder OCS, and we have to recognize budget 
priorities . It is my belief that we have a better overall 
knowledge of sane areas, such as the South Atlantic and the 
Bering Sea, than we do of many areas in the Calf of Mexico, 
and the area off California. We have funded circulation 
models and field measurements in the Bering Sea,-and we now 
know we made a serious mistake that should not be repeated 
in the Golf of Mexico . Zie mistake was that we broke down 
the filing and measurement efforts on the basis of the 
lease sale areas, which were spread out around flue Bering 
Sea, when we should have studied and modeled the entire 
Bering Sea. This is because transportation of oil by pipe-
line or tanker between the leased areas and their associated 
impact potentials could not be fully addressed. We are wr-
recting this problem now, and we must be careful to plan cor-
rectly for the Gulf . . 
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PRELIMINARY THREE YEAR GULF DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM 

Zhe purpose of this section is to outline a preliminary three-year data 
collection, program for the Calf of Mexico that will guide SLM's prepares 
tics of a Request for Proposals for their FY 82 through FY 84 program 
for the Gulf. The three-year program is a synthesis of the ideas clevel-
vped during the workshop taking into account the priorities assigned by 
the participants . 

Table 1 presents a spry of the recommendations of each workshop group 
organized by major Gulf processes . Approximate priorities of the major 
process studies, as well as subpriorities for instrumentation and surveys, 
are shown . Evident during the Summary Session discussions was a major 
ooncensus on studying three Calf processes, including (1) the Interaction 
of the Loop Current with the West Florida Shelf; (2) Loop Current Inter 
sign and Eddy Break-off ; and (3) Migration and Fate of Anticyclone Eddies 
in the Western Gulf. 7!he priorities assigned try these three processes 
were approximately the same. Table 1 also indicates a moderate cancensus 
on perfoaning basin-wide semi-synoptic hydrographic surveys of the Calf. 
'IIzi,s recommendation was set at a slightly lacer priority. Additional 
"minori.ty" proposals included a study on North Atlantic winds (Y. Hsueh) 
and measurements on the Texas/Louisiana shelf (RO. Reid) . A general 
reoaat~end~ti~ made specifically by the Nbdeler Group and supported by 
all was the develoFzrent of a synoptic Gulf-wide meteorological measure-
ment Program particularly for wind and heat flux calculations . 

Based on the information given in Table 1 and from the wnrkshap discus-
sions, a preliminary three-year program has been outlined eliminating 
the overlap between the four major programs, thus increasing the cost 
effectiveness of the instrumentation and surveys . No attempt has been 
made to define detailed specifications of the number and types of instru-
ments, locations, or frequencies of sailing. A general description of 
the three-year program is given belay with a preliminary schedule shown 
in Table 2 . 

Interaction of the Iron Current with the West Florida Shelf 

Justification and Peasoning: 

e Satellite data indicate that meanders and possibly the initiation 
of pinched-off eddies may be a function of the interaction be-
tween the Loop Current water and water cep the west Florida shelf. 

~ Calibration of numerical models of large scale shelf circulation 
require data to define the forcing functions at the boundary, 
which is probably a mix of wind events, tides and Loop (rent 
events. 
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP SUBGROUP RECOMMENDATIONS 
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WESTERN GULF - (Year Two) 
(2) Correlation of North Atlantic Winds to Transport (2) Texas/Louisiana Shelf Circulation 

in Gulf Straits (a) a Supplement CM/T arrays 
Bottom mounted PG at shelf edge 
SOOP's and Oil Platform measurements 

------ ------------------------- 
--_._______________-__-_ _ _________ .Sb) ~ SD - satellite tracked drifters 

(1) Synoptic Gulf-Wide Wind and Heat Flux Measurements 

" Gulf Process Priority 
"" Instrucentation and Survey Priority 

Ships of Opportunity 



TABLE 2 - PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE 

FY 8 2 FY 8 3 FY 8 4 FY 8 5 
Oct . Oct . Oct . 

-r " --r _ _ _r a . 

1. West Florida Shelf/7-cop 
(a) *9 IR (whole gulf - see #2,4) 

CWT' t 2000 200 50 s a , , m 
CM/T's at 700 m --------- 

" AXBT'S (WFS & loop - SCE 
#2,4) 

s--a -.--s r 

(b) e FMS WS & Loop - see #2,4) <--> <- 
Bottom PG at shelf ed e g 

(c) ~ SD's with thermistor strings 
(WF'S & Loop - see #2) 

micro-scale bottom currents --- --------- - ------------ 
2-5 add' nl 0VT moorings on 
shelf 

Met s buo - y 

2 . Loop Current Behavior 
(a) o IR (see #1,3,4) 

t SOOP' S (See #3,4) sr-s s--> s- -s sr ~ a-s <_ _a 
(b) ~ 2 CM/T moorings in Loop ------ ------- 

AXBT's (see #1,3,4) 
HS (see #1,3,4) 
SD's with theanistor strings 

(see #1,3) 
(c) * CM/T moorings in Yucatan 

3. Migration of Anticyclones 
(a) ~ IR (whole Calf - see #2,4) 

" .SOOP' S (Iopp & W. Gulf - +r-s f-s <--s 
see #2,4) 

5 CM/T moorin s in W Gulf g . 
SD's with thennistor strings 

(see #2) 
(b) o CT's (Iccp & W. Gulf - s- 

see #2,4) 
HS (Loop & W. Gulf - see 

#2,4) 
: IES (c) N a. 

4. Whole Basin Surveys 
(a) e IR (whole Calf) 

SOOP' s for ='s, Met. , 
salino9mPh, thermistor taws 

HS - XBT' S, Met., Salinograph 
thenmistor tows 

(c) * Deep CM/T's in Straits ------------ ------------- ----------- 

* Measurement Priority 
Cont-inuous Measurement 

<---- > bleasurermt Occurring During Indicated Period 

A pr . 
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Model experiments indicate that the deep flow along the f/H can-
tour (thus along the slope off the south west Florida shelf) is 
of controlling inportalce to the baroclinic response of the Loop 
Current . 

Penetration of the Loop Current depends on the deep flew (few 
hLmxdred - 1500 m) off the southwest Florida shelf. Knowing the 
deep flow off the Florida shelf would be more valuable too the 
models than knowing the flaw through the Yucatan Straits . 

General Specifications (see also Table 2) : 

(a) e Satellite IR aver whole Gulf (Oct. to May) . 

Minimum of 4 CWT moorings across shelf at about 26°N from 
deep (200 m) to shallow (50 m) for at least one year . Note -
NSF may contribute funding for this effort . 

ACT surveys of the near-shelf portion of the Loop Current 
during periods of significant meanders (2 surveys/year) 

(b) * Hydrographic surveys for CT's, meteorological, salinograph, 
and towed thermistors during periods of significant menders 
(2 surveys/Yeas') 

Bottom mtmted pressure gauge at shelf edge for at least one 
year. 

(c) e Satellite tracked drifters with thennistor strings in simmer 
in Ioop Current to track meanders and to obtain cross current 
data which would allow estimates of Loop Current wrticity . 

Bottom boundary micro-scale current its at selected 
times to study the bottan shear dissipation process . 

2-5 additional (3M/T moorings an shelf north and south of 26°N 
for at least one year. 

Met. buoys for high resolution of wind stress . Note - NMO 
is a possible source of funding for this . 

In addition too the above measurenezts it would be very desirable to continue 
operation of a c3M/T mooring at about 700 m depth off the west Florida shelf 
to augment the measurement its of both the Loop Current study and 
the western Gulf study, in lieu of C3M,/T imorings in the Straits (see Table 2) . 
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Look Current Intrusion and Break-off of Eddies 

Justification and IL-asaning: 

Zee Loop Current is the strangest circulation feature in the Gulf 
and the one which brings energy in frcm other ocean areas. 

It is relatively dawn how the Loop Current transfers energy 
to other regions in the Gulf, such as the west Florida shelf. 

No direct measurements of Loop Current velocities are available 
along its path. 

Effect on the spatial distribution of absolute velocities by the 
boles, by wind events, of seasonality, and dire to position in 
the Gulf basin is unknown. 

Analysis of historical bole data has failed to reveal a carrela-
tion between the Straits. Any attempt to measure differences in 
mass fluxes through the Straits is felt to be an imre~able 
proposition. 

A good handle on Loop Current flow and penetration could be ob-
tained by measuring the clasp flow (few hundred - 1500 m) off the 
southwest Florida shelf . 

It is emphasized that the Loop Current study'is directly related to both 
the west Florida shelf/Loop interaction and western Gulf anticyclone stud-
ies . For exmQle, during the first 1.5 years of the program during which 
the west Florida shelf its are proposed to occur, measurements 
of the Loop ant are required in the form of ACT's, hydrog+-aphic sur-
veys, and satellite tracked drifters . During the last 1 .5 years of the 
program during which the western Gulf its are proposed to occur, 
continued measurements of the Loop Current are required in the Bonn of 
ships of opportunity, CT's, ACT's, hydnographic surveys, and satellite 
tracked drifters . Thus, there is a significant amotmt of overlap between 
measurement requirements for the ?poop Current and requirements for the 
eastern and western Gulf programs . 

General Specifications (see also Table 2) : 

(a) o Satellite IR over mole Gulf (Oct. to May) . 

Strategic ships of opportunity for CT's, meteorological, 
salinograph and thexinistor tows in the Loon Current during 
periods of significant meanders (2 surveys/year) 
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(b) e Apprcaimately 2 deep CM/T moorings in the Loop Current be-
tween Campeche Bank and the west Florida shelf for at least 
me year, augmented by continuation of the - 700 m CM/T 
mooring off the west Florida shelf. 

ACT surveys over the Loop Current during periods of signifi-
cant meanders (2 surveys/year) . 

Hydrographic surveys for CT's, meteorological, salinograph 
and theunistor taws in the Loop Current during periods of 
significant meanders (2 surveys/year) . 

Satellite tracked drifters with theanistor strings in summer 
in the Loop Current. 

(c) e Deep CM/T moorings in Yucatan Channel for one year. 

Migration of Detached Anticyclones and Interaction with the Western Gulf 
Shelf 

Justification and Reasoning: 

Past modeling work and data analysis have revealed that the princi-
pal large-scale circulation of the western Calf is daninated by 
large anticyclcnic eddies separating fran the Loop Current and 
travelling westward . 

Tracking of the anticyclonic eddies after separation is poorly 
documented and details of their ant and reflection/dissipa-
ticn cn the western Shelf is unknown. 

General Specifications (see also Table 2) 

(a) e Satellite IR aver whole Calf (Oct. to May) . 

An array of approximately 5 CM/T moorings in the western Gulf 
for at least one year to provide a resolution of about 200 ]an 
in the N-S scale and about 150 km in the E-W scale, dynamical-
ly positioned to intercept an arriving eddy. 

Strategic ships of opportunity for XBT' s, meteorological, sa-
linograph and thezmistAr tows during significant anticyclone 
eddy events (2 surveys/year) . 

Satellite tracked drifters with the=nistor strings to track 
the eddy during simmer when IR is ineffective, and record the 
upper 200 m terperature structure . 
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(b) e ACT surveys to determine near-synoptic surface and subsurface 
t e_ erature structure evolution of the eddy as it interacts 
with the shelf slaps (2 surveys/year) . 

Hydrographic surveys for CT's, meteorological, salinograph 
and theiznistor taws during the ACT surveys . 

(c) e Inverted echo sounder string along 90°W in deep grater near 
location of anticyclone eddy separation fran Loop Current. 

Maximum use of the existing NMO buoys should also be made during this study. 
It is noted that NDBO may provide assistance far this effort. 

Semi-synoptic Gulf-wide Surveys 

Justification and Reasoning : 

Basin-wide hydmgraphic surveys are desirable to obtain a near-
synoptic picture of the Calf in order to determine relationships 
between various processes, i.e., loop Current intrusion, anti-
cyclone eddy production and migration, and shelf circulation (east 
and west) . 

This type of survey is generally considered very cost and labor 
intensive, and thus was recommended at a lower priority level. 
However, proper coordination of ships of opportunity and coor-
dination with other survey requirements for the west Florida 
shelf, Loop Current, and western Gulf programs may Prove vei'Y 
cost effective Eton a marginal cost standpoint. 

General Specifications (see also Table 2) : 

(a) * Satellite IR over whole calf (Oct. to May) . 

Ships of opportunity for CT's, 100 m thezmistor taws, sa-
]anograph and meteorology (2 surveys/year) . 

Multiship (3-4) hydrographic surveys for CT's, 100 m ther-
mistor taws, salinograph and meteorology (2 surveys/year) . 

(b) o ACT surveys (2 aircraft) - use to survey rapidly changing 
mallet scale 100 km features (anticyclaies) . 

(c) * Deep CM/T moorings in the Straits (three years) . Note 
possible nrnulti-year its in Florida Straits planned 
by IJaAA. 
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GULF CIRCULATION STUDIES WORKSHOP 
AGENDA AND LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 



GULF CIRCULATION STUDIES WORKSHOP AGENDA 

14-15 May 1981 

1. Opening Session 

1.1 Welcaning Remarks and Workshop Purpose 

1.2 Overview of BIM Program Needs and 

Objectives 
1.3 U.S . Department of Energy Perspective 

2 . Keynote Addresses 

2.1 A Current Data Collection Program for 
the Gulf Loop Current 

2.2 Data Requirements for the Golf of Mexico : 
Recanrendations Based on Numerical Expexi-

ments 
2.3 An Oceanographic Data Collection Program 

for the Gulf of Mexico 

3 . Subgroup Discussions 

3.1 Calf Loop Current Group 

* B . PearCe, rTDCE 

E. Wood, BLM 

D-P Wang, DCE-ArL 

G. Maul, ACML 

J. D. Zharpsan, NOFti)~r 

R O. Paid, MMJ 

J. D. Cochrane, TAM 

** G. Maul, ACML 

C. Cooper . NECE 

W. Merrel, TAM 

P.O. Niiler, a6U 

D. Pillsbury, 06U 

T. Sturges, FSLJ 

F. Vukavich, Fd'I 
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3 .2 Nbdeler Group 

3.3 Oceanographer Group 

4 . Summary Session 

5. Closing Session 

* workshop Chainnaii 
* * Subgroup Chaianan 

** J. D. 'If'iccrpson, NORDA 

J. Pagen}copf, Tetra Tech 

B. Pearoe, NEC'E 

H. Hulburt, NORDA 

D. Brooks, TANffJ 

Y. Hstteh, NSF 

G. Manor, Princeton 

G. T. Csanady, WfiOI 

** R.O. Raid, 'I'ANQJ 

** J. D. Cochrane, TAM 
A. Htmphreys, NECE 

F. Chew, AWL 

M.A. Estoque, U. of Miami. 

J. Vanleer, NPGS 

B. Taylor, Tetra Tech 
F . E~nerdale, NC1AA/EDIS 

J . Altamirano, IIW 

R Rodriguez, IMDP 

* H. Pearce, NECE 

E. Wood, BIM 

D. ATmtutZ, HLM 
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Altamirano, Jose J. Jeffe de la Division Analytica 
Institute Nlpxicano Del Petroleo 
Avxneda 100 
Metros No. 152 
Mexico, 14, Of, =CO 

Amstutz, David Bureau of Land Management (542) 202-343-6264 
U.S. Department of the interior 
18th & C Streets, N .W. 
Washinqtcn, D. C. 20240 

Horn, George H. Jet Propulsion Laboratory Ft5 792-354-4644 
Pasadena, CA 91107 

Brooks, Avid Texas A&M University 713-845-1546 
College Static, TX 77843 

Brown, Murray Bureau of Land Management 504-589-6541 
U.S . Department of the Interior 
New Orleans OCS Office 
500 Caanp Street, Suite 841 
New Orleans, LA 70103 

Bun3ett~ Mike Bureau of Land Management 504-589-6541 
U.S . Department of the Interior 
New Orleans OCS Office 
500 Cam Street, Suite 841 
New Orleans, IA 70103 

Chew, Fred AONa,/NaAA 305-361-4359 
16 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Virginia Key 
Miami, FL 33149 

Chuang. WeirSen Coastal Studies Institute/YSU 504-388-2395 
Baton Rouge, LA 

Cochrane, John Texas A&M University 713-845-7211 
College Station, 7x 77843 

Cooper, Cortis NECE 
51 Washinqtcn Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

207-947-0597 

C.sanady, Gatariel WHOI 617-548-1400 
Woods Hole, MA 02543 
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Estoque, M.A. University of Miami 305-350-7257 
Center for Marine Studies 
4600 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Miami, FL 33149 

Etverdale, Fred NOAA,/tDIS 202-634-7379 
Washingtcan, D. C. 

Grossman, Donald r47CE 207-947-0597 
51 Washington Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401 

Hamilton, Glenn NOAA Data Buoy Office 601-688-2836 

Hawkins, Jeff NORLIA 601-688-4864 
Code 335, Building 1100 
NSTL Static, MS 39529 

Hsueh, Ya NSF 202-655-4000 
1800 G Street, N.W. 
Washinqtm, D. C . 20550 

HtaqJhreys, Adrian NECE 207-947-0597 
51 WashincJtm Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Hurlburt, Harley NOMA 601-688-4626 
Code 322, Building 1100 
1$TL Static, MS 39529 

Kerut, E. G. NQAA Data Buoy Office FTS 494-2800 
504-589-6541 

Maul, George A. ACM 305-361-4428 
15 Rickenbacker Causeway 
Miami, FL 33149 

McCall, Jerry P1QAA Data Buoy Office 601-688-2800 

Mellor, George Princeton University 609-452-6570 
GFT)L Forrestal Campus 
Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Merrell, William Texas A&M University 713-845-7211 
College Station, TX 77843 
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Miler, Pearn School of Oceanography 503-754-3382 
Oregon State University 
Coxvalli.s, OR 97331 

Pagenkopf, Jim Tetra Tech, Inc . 516-673-1060 
Parkway Plaza, Suite 209 
734 Walt Fhitman Road 
Melville, NY 11746 

Pearce, Bryan NECE 207-947-0597 
51 Washington Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Peffley, Mbnty NOMA 601-688-4835 
Code 322, Building 1100 
NSTL Station, MS 39529 

Pillsbury, Donald Oregon State University 503-754-3382 
School of Oceanography 
CoYVallis, OR 97331 

Rainnie, W. O. NQAA Data Buoy Office 601-688-2822 

Reeves, pert W, NOAA,/FDIS 202-634-7379 
Washington, D. C. 

Reid, Robert 0. Texas A&M University 713-845-7211 
College Station, 'Ix 77843 

Rodriguez, Rafain Jeffe de la Division Analytica 
Institute Mexicano Del Petroleo 
Avrneda 100 
metros; No. 152 
Mexico 14, Of, MEXICO 

Sturges, Tony Florida State University 904-644-2525 
Tallahassee, FL 32306 

Taylor, Bruce Tetra Tech, Inc . 904-737-7855 
Center Building, Suite 321B 
Deexwood Center 
7825 Baymeadaw Way 
Jacksonville, FL 32216 

ThompSOn, Dana NpFiDp, 601-688-4118 
Code 322, Building 1100 
NSF Static, NS 39529 
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Van Leer, John C . Naval Post Graduate School 408-646-2673 
Department of Oceanography 
Monterey, CA 93940 

Vukavich, Fred Research Triangle Institute 919-541-6000 
Durham, NC 27709 

Wang, Drng-Ping Arcane National Laboratory 312-972-8722 
EES Building 12 
Arganne, LI 60439 

Wiseman, William Coastal Studies Institute/LSU 504-388-2395 
Baton huge, LA 

Wood, Ed Bureau of Land Management 504-589-6541 
U.S . Department of the Interior 
New Orleans OCS Office 
500 Camp Street, Suite 841 
New Orleans, LA 70103 
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APPENDIX II 

SUMMARY OF EXISTING CURRENT METER DATA 



SUMMARY OF EXISTING CURRENT METER DATA 

During the course of the Gulf Circulation Studies Workshop several in-
quiries were made as to the availability of existing current meter data 
throughout the Gtilf of Mexico. The workshop cha=nan requested that 
each participant submit a list of lmvwn data including sampling loca-
tio¢i, instrumentation . sailing depths, sailing period, sailing inter-
val and location of the data. Mve following pages sumnarize the known 
available current meter data for the Calf of Mexico. The map on the 
following page can be used in determine the apprwx=ate location of 
the current ts . 
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GULF 
CIRCULATION STUDIES WORKSHOP SUMMARY OF EXISTING CURRENT METER DATA 

i 

JAS 
O 

o~~~`\ <~S, t~~ ~~~~r~~ y\ 

GROUP 'lto "'`Ja ca`t `'+o~ JQ~`~,o' 4Q'.`QJ`~' '`QJ .r`' `~aV ~`1 Q~'coi' `~V ~~i 

\ S ` 5 

DOE-SPR P1~TECT B-7,9 MET uous ~ hour 
SAI, N06, LANES & MOORE Package 1977- to 
(~ rpm chive) i own i ti,..,r 

National Ocean Survey (N06) Current Meter Mooring Site 

West Hackberry Stations 

#11 29°40'00"N 93°281 00"W 
H 

#12 29°41'59"N 93°28' 08"W 
#13 29°38'00"N 93°27' 53"W 
#14 29°40'20"N 93°22' 17"W 
#15 29°39'39"N 93°33' 42"W 

Weeks Island Stations 

#21 29°05' 42"N 91°47' 36"W 
#22 29°07' 29"N 91°46' 33"W 
#23 29°03' 56"N 91°48' 38"W 

#24 29°03' 26"N 91°42' 34"W 
#25 29°07' 57"N 91°57' 37"W 

Science Applications Inc . (SAI) and Dares and M 
Current Meter Mooring Sites 

Chacahoula 28°52' 00"N 91°02' 03"W 
Big Hill Secanclary 29°33' 42"N 94°08' 18"W 
Chacahoula Site 1 28°57' 06"N 91°22' 45"W 

Weeks Island Site A 29°04' 57"N 91°42' 15"W 

Big Hill 29°33' 54"N 94°00' 0011W 

Calcasieu Pass 29°41' 48"N 93°23' 54"W 
West Hackberry 

Peplaoement 29°42' 12"N 93°29' 54"W 

Black Bayou 29°38' 54"N 93°35' 30"W 
Weeks Island Site B 29°03' 06"N 91°46' 12"W 
Weeks Island Site A1 29°19' 30"N 9148' 12"W 

LEGEND : LM/T Current meter array with SO Satellite-tracked drifters 
temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 

HS Hydrographlc Surveys ' TG Tide gauges 
I ES Invested Echo sounders VC Satellite cloud photos 
IR Satellite S Si WB Weather Buoys 
RF Rlchard son-Schmltz Floats 7(BT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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LEGEND : CM/T Current meter array with SD Satellite-tracked drifters 
temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 

HS Hydrographic Surveys TG Tide gauges 
I ES Inverted Echo sounders VC Satellite cloud photos 
IR Satellite SST WB Weather Buoys 
RF Richardson-Schmitz Floats XBT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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IR Satellite SST N8 Heather Buoys 
Rf Rtchardson-SchmiCz Floats f(BT Expendable bathy-thetmogreph 
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oOntln 
TT 

C-15 HS 2-10 Surface ~~ ~ hoax' DOE-SPR PFOJE(. 

MET CM-TC Mid-Depth since to NDHO/TAM[3 
ackaqe Bottom Feb . '78 1 hour (In NODC Archive) 

Texas A&M University Current Meter Nboring Sites 
i 

MRS 28046'S7"N 95°18'47"W 

RA 28°47'03"N 9518'47"W 
i 

iS 28°41'58"N 95°25'42"W 

RC 28°43'54"N 95°14'34"W 

NDH0 Current Meter Nboring Site 

DII1B0 28°47'24"N 95°19'12"W 

LEGEND : CM/T Current meter array with 50 Satellite-tracked drifters 
temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 

IIS Nydrographlc Surveys TG Tide gauges 
I ES Inverted Echo sounder: VC Satellite cloud photos 
(R Satellite SST W8 Weather Buoys 
RF Richardson-Schmitz Floats RBT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 

IIS Nydrographic Surveys TG Tide gauges 
IES Inverted Echo sounders VC Satellite cloud photos 
IR Satellite SST NB Weather Buoys 
AF Nlchardson-Schmitz Floats ABT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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LEGEND : CM/T Current meter array with SD Satellite-tracked drifters 
temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 
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I ES Inverted Echo sounders VC Satellite cloud photos 
IR 
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SST WB Weather Buoys RF Richardson-Schmitz Floats lIBT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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RF Rlchardson-Schmitz Floats XBT Expendable bathy-thermograph 



APPENDIX III 

SUBGROUP WORKSHEETS SUMMARIZING 
FIELD EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
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c30ES-VISS (elf Wide ocean fronts study 
All I I IR I 2 I NQA1~ AVHR~ 3 yrs I I 0 .25K I 1 I including non-IR techniques 

i 
H 
H 
H 
N 

i All }BT 1 1%-7 3 yrs 30 km 0 .1°C 1 Ship of Opportunity Program 

To be 
15G I I CM I 5 I det rnunedl3 yrs I 1 hr I I 1 I Deep Loop Current Intrusion 

LEGEND : CM/T Current meter array with SD Satellite-tracked drifters PROGRAM PRIORITIES : 1 . Crucial, must be included 1n any program . 
temperature sensors SF Swallow floats 

2 . Important, but ma be omitted if funding limited . HS Hydrographic Surveys TG Tide gauges 
I ES Inverted Echo sounders VC Satellite cloud photos 3. Useful, but should be cut from program before priorities 1 and 2 
IR Satellite SST WB Heather Buoys 
RF Richardson-Schmitz Floats RBT Expendable bathy-thermograph 
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p, Important, but may be omitted If funding limited . 
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GULF SHIPPING LANES 

A number of participants suggested that shipping lane darts would be 
useful to data collection, progrm managers planning shiprOf"aPPorttm-
ity efforts. 

The following three charts acre taken frcm working maps of the ocmner-
cial shipping traffic for the base year 1979, developed by the Office 
of Ocean Resources Coordination and Assessment of Coastal Zcne Manage-
ment (ORCA/CZM) . This information was supplied by Fred Everdale of 

The working assumption of these maps are that shipsleaving a 
given port travel the shortest distance to its destinaticn. 

The three charts are : 

(1) Intra Gulf of Mexico traffic 

(2) Traffic leaving the Calf of Mexico via the 
Straits of Florida 

(3) Traffic leaving the Calf of Mexico via the 
Yucatan Straits . 

The numbers on the various shipping routes designate the number of 
ships wing that route for the base year 1979 . For additicsial 
information concerning these maps . Please contact : 

Daniel Banta 
OFCA/CZM/NOAA 
Washingtm, DC 20235 
202-634-4120 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

ACT expendable bat*-thermograph by airplane 

CWT current meter arrays with temperature sensors 

HS hydrographic surveys 

IES inverted echo sounders 

IR satellite sea surface temperature 

Met. meteorological 
PG pressure gauges 
RE' Richardsoci - Sch¢nitz floats 

SD satellite-tracked drifters 

SF Swallow floats 
SOOP ships of opportunity 
TG tide gauges 

VC satellite cloud photos 

WB weather buoys 
XBT expendable bathy-thernngraph by ship 
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The Department of the Interior Mission 
 
As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility 
for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources.  This includes fostering 
sound use of our land and water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; 
preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national parks and historical places; 
and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The Department assesses 
our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best 
interests of all our people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in their care. 
The Department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities 
and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration. 
 
 
 
The Minerals Management Service Mission 
 
As a bureau of the Department of the Interior, the Minerals Management Service's (MMS) 
primary responsibilities are to manage the mineral resources located on the Nation's Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS), collect revenue from the Federal OCS and onshore Federal and Indian 
lands, and distribute those revenues. 
 
Moreover, in working to meet its responsibilities, the Offshore Minerals Management Program 
administers the OCS competitive leasing program and oversees the safe and environmentally 
sound exploration and production of our Nation's offshore natural gas, oil and other mineral 
resources.  The MMS Minerals Revenue Management meets its responsibilities by ensuring the 
efficient, timely and accurate collection and disbursement of revenue from mineral leasing and 
production due to Indian tribes and allottees, States and the U.S. Treasury. 
 
The MMS strives to fulfill its responsibilities through the general guiding principles of:  (1) being 
responsive to the public's concerns and interests by maintaining a dialogue with all potentially 
affected parties and (2) carrying out its programs with an emphasis on working to enhance the 
quality of life for all Americans by lending MMS assistance and expertise to economic  
development and environmental protection. 
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